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ABSTRACT 
Given the disk algebra >l(D) and an automorphism a, there is associated a non-self-adjoint 
norm closed subalgebra Z"*" Xq Y4(D) of the crossed product Z XQ C(T) called the semicrossed 
product of >l(D) with a. It is well known that the automorphisms of ^(D) arise via compo­
sition with conformal bijections of D. These automorphisms are labeled according to the 
corresponding conformal maps as parabolic, hyperbolic, or elliptic and each case is studied. 
The contractive and completely contractive representations of Z"*" >l(D) on a Hilbert space 
% (i.e. contractive Hilbert modules) are found to be in a one-to-one correspondence with 
pairs of contractions S and T on H satisfying TS = SfiT). To this end, a noncommutative 
dilation result is obtained. It states that given a pair of contractions S and T on % satisfying 
TS = S<f{T) there exist a pair of unitaries U and V on fC D Ti satisfying VU = U(p{V) and 
dilating 5 and T respectively. Some concrete representations ofZ"*" Xq>1(D) are then found in 
order to compute the characters, the maximal ideal space, and the strong radical. The Shilov 
and orthoprojective Hilbert modules over Z"*" x^ >1(D) are shown to correspond to pairs of 
isometries 5  and T satisfying TS = S(p(T).  
1 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Just as nineteenth century physics was the motivating factor behind operator theory, twen­
tieth century physics in the form of quantum theory motivated the study of algebras of op­
erators. Within this framework, the main interest for many years had been in C"-algebras -
that is, the self-adjoint case. However, in the fifties and sixties researchers began considering 
non-self-adjoint algebras. Much of this early work culminated in the model theory of Sz. Nagy 
and Foias [Sz-NF] for a contraction. In many ways, the study of contractions is equivalent to 
the study of the (non-self-adjoint) disk algebra >t(D) and its contractive representations. 
Many eflForts have been made at extending this theory to commuting n-tuples of contrac­
tions without much success. The main problem is the vast difference one encounters in moving 
from functions of a single complex variable to several complex variables. One might in fact 
classify what we are about to study under the heading "non-commutative complex variables". 
One point of view, the one which we take, is a module approach to model theory. Just 
as an algebraist might study a ring by "the modules it keeps", so too might an analyst study 
an operator algebra. To this end, a two step program from homological algebra has been 
adopted. In the first step, one studies a "nice" or "elementary" class of modules. In the 
second step, a general module is studied in terms of its resolutions via these "nice" modules. 
However, the analogous role of a projective module (a "nice" module) from homological algebra 
is not completely understood in the context of operator algebras. The "elementary" modules 
which we consider in this work are the Shilov modules of Douglas and Paulsen [DP] and the 
orthogonally projective modules of Muhly and Solel [MS2]. For the disk algebra, these modules 
coincide. It is not known what the correct notion of an "elementary" module over an operator 
2 
algebra is, but it is our hope that the study of several examples will aid in this development. 
As Douglas and Paulsen [DP] point out, much of the dilation theory begun by Sz. Nagy 
can be reformulated in terms of Shilov module resolutions. For example, in the successful Sz. 
Nagy model theory for a contraction, all the information needed to classify the contractions on 
a Hilbert space % up to unitary equivalence is contained in a module map between two Shilov 
modules. This module map corresponds to the so-called "characteristic operator function" for 
a contraction. The goal of this viewpoint is to extract information about a Hilbert module from 
a module map between the Shilov modules occuring in the Shilov resolution of this module. 
The context in which we study Hilbert modules is over a semicrossed product, a (non-self-
adjoint) subalgebra of a C'-crossed product. C"-crossed products have dynamical systems as 
their origin. 
In quantum physics, the observables can sometimes be modeled by a C*-algebra. Time 
evolution or spatial translation of the observables is then described by a triple (21, G, a), called 
a C"-dynamical system, where 21 is a C-algebra, G is a locally compact group, and a : 
G —> Aut(2l) is a homomorphism (Aut(2l) is the group of automorphisms of 21 with topology 
stemming from pointwise convergence). The C*-crossed product G Xa2l is then obtained from 
the C'-dynamical system (21, G, a) and becomes of interest since the study of this G"-aIgebra 
aids in the study of the G"-dynamical system. 
A semicrossed product is a non-self-adjoint version of a C'-crossed product. One can think 
of it as emanating from triples (21, S, a) where 21 is a norm closed subalgebra of a C*-algebra 
(i.e. an operator algebra) and 5 is a semigroup. Our interest in this work is the case where 21 is 
the disk algebra.4(D), 5 is the semigroup Z+, and a acts in the obvious fashion. From a Hilbert 
module point of view, these algebras are of interest because the associated contractive Hilbert 
modules correspond to pairs of contractions 5  and T satisfying the relationship TS = Scy{T).  
We characterize the Shilov and orthogonally projective modules over the semicrossed product 
Z"*" Xa ^(D) as those corresponding to isometries 5  and T. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
2.1 Operator Algebras 
A Banach space X is a complete normed linear space. If X is also an algebra over R or C 
satisfying ||ii/|| < ||x||||i/|| for all x,ym X, then we call X a Banach algebra. An automorphism 
of a Banach algebra X is a continuous isomorphism of X onto X. In a Banach algebra X, an 
involution is  a  map x x '  oi  X into X such that  (x")" = x,  (xy)" = y'x ' ,  and (ax + y) '  = 
ax'+y' for all a 6 C and x,y £ X. A Banach *-algebra is a Banach algebra with an involution. 
A C'-algebra is a Banach algebra X with involution * such that ||x*x|| = ||i|p V i 6 
Example 2.1.1. Let T denote the comple.K unit circle and C(T) the continuous complex 
valued functions on T. If f{z)' = f{z], then C(T) is a C*-algebra. 
Example 2.1.2. For a Hilbert space H, a linear transformation T •.%—>% \s bounded if 
sup{||r/i|| : \\h\\ = 1} < DO. Denote by B{H) the collection of bounded linear operators 
on H. The adjoint  T' of T 6 BlTi) is  the unique operator S € B{H) satisfying {Sh, k) = 
{h,Tk) h, k & v. [Con, p. 31]. The operator norm for T € B{'H) is given by ||T|| = 
sup{| | r / i | |  :  | | / i | |  = 1}. Equipped with the operator norm and the adjoint  as involution,  B['H) 
is a C-algebra. 
.A. *-homomorphism <i> of a Banach *-algebra 21 into another Banach *-algebra ® is an 
algebraic homomorphism which preserves the involution. If 0 is a bijection we say it is a 
•-isomorphism. A representation n* of a Banach algebra 21 on a Hilbert space is a homomor­
phism of 21 into B{'K). If 21 is involutive, then x is required to be a *-homomorphism and is 
called a *-representation. The algebra 5(H) of Example 2.1.2 is very important in the study 
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of C*-aJgebras. In fax:t, in a certain sense, all C"-algebras are subalgebras of B(7£). This is 
the Gelfand-Neumark theorem which is stated as Theorem 2.1.4. For a proof, see Kadison and 
Ringrose [KR, Theorem 4.5.6] or Murphy [Mur, Theorem 3.4.1]. 
Definition 2.1.3. A representation tt of a Banach algebra 21 on is faithful is tt is one-to-one. 
Theorem 2.1.4 (Gelfand-Neumark). Each C*-algebra 21 has a faithful representation on 
a Hilbert  space t i .  
The Gelfand-Neumark theorem can be restated as follows: If 21 is a C"-algebra, there is a 
Hilbert  space Ti such that  21 is  *-isomorphic to a C"-subalgebra of B{'K).  
Definition 2.1.5. A contractive representation TT of a Banach algebra 21 on 'H is one for which 
lk(a)|| < ||a|| V a G 21. 
It is a well known fact that any representation TT of a C-algebra on a Hilbert space % 
is a contractive representation [KR, Theorem 4.1.8]. It is also the case that the nonzero 
representations of a Banach algebra on C (the multiplicative linear functionals or characters') 
are contractive [Zhu, Proposition 4.1]. 
Definition 2.1.6. .A.n operator algebra 21 is a norm closed subalgebra of a C-algebra or, 
equivalently.  of B{H). 
Example 2.1.7. The disk algebra >l(D) is the algebra of continuous functions on the closed 
unit disk D in C which are analytic on the open disk D. Alternatively, >l(D) is the uniform 
closure of the polynomials p{z). Identifying / 6 >t(D) with its boundary values, >l(D) consists 
of functions / € C(T) whose Fourier coefficients vanish on the negative integers. >l(D) is an 
operator algebra as it is a norm closed subalgebra of the C"-algebra C(T). 
An Banach *-algebra 21 is self-adjoint if T € 21 => T* G 21. An operator algebra is a C-
aigebra if and only if it is self-adjoint. The interest in contractive representations of operator 
algebras is that they coincide with *-representations when the operator algebra is a C*-algebra. 
Definition 2.1.8. A subspace of a Hilbert space H is invariant under T € BiH) \IT{M) C 
M. The subspace M is reducing for T if it is invariant for T and T'. A subspace Ai is invariant 
for an operator algebra 21 C B{H) if  T{M) C M. T € 
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Example 2.1.9. The disk algebra ^(D) can be considered as an operator algebra on L^(T) 
by multiplication. Let denote the Hardy space of analytic, square integrable functions 
on D. For symbol / € H°°{T) [resp.  Z,°°(T)), define the multiplication operator M/ on H^{D) 
[resp. Z/^(T)) by Mf{g) = fg. Then i?^(D) is a closed invariant subspace for >l(D). This is 
equivalent to saying that is a closed invariant subspace for the multiplication operator 
M; on L^(T). In fact, all the closed invariant subspaces of L^(T) under the multiplication 
operator have been characterized by Beurling [Hof]. 
Theorem 2.1.10 (Beurling). Let M be a closed subspace of L^(T) which is invariant under 
the multiplication operator M,.  If  M ,{M) = M, then M is  the set  of functions on L^(T) 
vanishing on some Borel subset of T. If Mz{M) M. then Al = F{z)-H^{13>) where |F(r)| = 1 
is a measurable function. 
2.2 Ideals and Radicsds 
Definition 2.2.1. A subalgebra I  of an algebra 21 is called a left {resp.  right) ideal if al CI 
(resp. la C I) V a 6 01. A (two-sided) ideal is a subalgebra I which is both a left and right 
ideal. 
Definition 2.2.2. An ideal M in an algebra 21 is maximal i f  M and if whenever I  is an 
ideal of 21 such that Al C I C 21, then either I = 21 or I = A^. 
For a commutative, unital Banach algebra 21, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the characters of 21, and the set M{^) of maximal ideals of 21. 
Proposition 2.2.3. [Ped2, Proposit ion 4-~-2] Let 21 be a commutative, unital Banach algebra. 
Then the map 21 7^(21) given by 7 t-4 ker7 is a bijection. 
Proof.  Let JT" be a ma.Kimal ideal in 21. It is easy to see that J is closed. Let 0 7^ 5 G 21/^7", 
the quotient algebra. If B is not invertible in 21/^7", then B is contained in a proper ideal 
0 # I 7!^ 21/^7" by the commutativity of 21. Let tt : 21 21/^7" be the quotient map so that 
7r~'(I) is an ideal in 21. However, J" C 7r~^(I) C 21 then contradicts the maximality of JT. 
Thus every nonzero element of 21/J" is invertible. By the Gelfand-Mazur theorem [KR, Cor. 
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3.2.4], 2l/jr — C Hence frona the quotient map tt : 21 521/^", we can form the character 
ir : 21 —C where it is clear that J — ker v. On the other hand, if 7 € it is easy to verify-
that ker 7 is an ideal of codimension 1 and hence maximal. • 
The assumption of commutativity is crucial in the above argument; this will be exhibited 
in Theorem 4.4.15 with an example of a noncommutative algebra in which the maximal ideals 
and kernels of characters do not coincide. 
Example 2.2.4. Every maximal ideal of «4(D) is of the form 
M .x = {/ € Am : /(A) = 0} 
for some point A £ D. Note also that by Proposition 2.2.3 all the characters on >l(D), 7,\, are 
given by evaluation at A for some A € D [Hof]. 
Definition 2.2.5. An ideal V in an algebra 21 is prime if P ^  21 and for any ideals I, J" in 21 
I J  C V  l e v  O T  J  C V .  
The following theorem can be of use in characterizing the maximal ideals of an algebra 21. 
Theorem 2.2.6. [Hun, Theorem 2.19] If 21 is a commutative, unital algebra then every max­
imal ideal is prime. 
Definition 2.2.7. The strong radical 2I5 of a unital algebra 21 is the intersection of all maximal 
ideals of 21 unless there are no such ideals, in which case 2ls = 21. If 215 = (0), then 21 is said 
to be strongly semi-simple. 
Definition 2.2.8. An operator algebra 21 C B{'H) is algebraically irreducible provided (0) 
and % are the only invariant (not necessarily closed) subspaces. The Jacobson radical. 2lj, of 
an operator algebra 21 is defined as the intersection of the kernels of all algebraically irreducible 
representations of 21. If 2lj = (0), then 21 is called semi-simple. 
Remark 2.2.9. [Dav, Corollary 1.9.13] All C*-algebras are semi-simple. 
Definition 2.2.10. T € 21, a Banach algebra, is quasinilpotent if lim„_,.oo ||r"||^''" = 0. 
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The Jacobson radical of a Banach algebra 21 can be characterized in terms of the quasinilpo-
tent elements of 21. 
Theorem 2.2.11. For a Banach algebra 21, the Jacobson radical 
2lj = {r e 21: TS is quasinilpotent V 5 € 21} 
= {T € 21: ST is quasinilpotent V 5 6 21}. 
Proof.  First, note that the Jacobson radical 2lj is a (2-sided) ideal in 21. Since every element 
in 2lj is quasinilpotent [Ric, Theorem 2.3.4], one direction is clear. On the other hand, 2lj is 
the sum of all quasinilpotent ideals in 21 [Ric, Theorem 2.3.5(ii)]. Also, if I is a quasinilpotent 
ideal in 21, then I C {T € 21: 75 is quasinilpotent V 5 G 21} which completes the proof. • 
The set Q of quasinilpotents of a Banach algebra 21 is directly related to the Jacobson 
radical in some cases. For example, if the Banach algebra is commutative or if Q is an ideal 
then 2lj = Q [Ric, Corollary 2.3.6]. 
Theorem 2.2.12. [Ric,  Theorem 2.3.11] The strong radical always contains the (Jacobson) 
radical. 
Example 2.2.13. E.xample 2.2.4 shows that the strong radical of the disk algebra y4(D) is 
(0). Hence by Theorem 2.2.12 the Jacobson radical of .4(D) is also (0). 
2.3 C'-envelopes 
For a single normal operator T in the C*-algebra generated by T and the identity 
I ,  denoted C"{T),  is unique and understood so far as C'{T) = C{sp{T)) [Ped2, Proposition 
4.3.15]. However, the C*-algebra generated by an operator algebra 21 need not be unique. In 
this section we discuss the C"-enveIope of an operator algebra 21 which is an essentially unique 
C*-algebra containing 21. 
Definition 2.3.1. For C'-algebras ®i and *82, let : 21 —)• ®2 be a linear map from an 
operator algebra 21 C *Bi. Consider 21® Mn(C) as asubalgebra of the C'-algebra ®M„(C). 
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21 ® M„(C) can be thought of as matrices with entries in 21 with norm inherited from the 
C"-aIgebra ®i (g) M„(C). Let : 21® Mn(Q -)• IBj ® M„(C) be determined by applying (p 
to each element of each matrix over 21. We say that <p is completely isometric if each <pn is 
isometric. 
Let now 21 be an operator algebra in a unital C*-algebra ® which contains the identity 
and generates ® as a C"-aIgebra. A closed (two-sided) ideal J" of 35 is a boundary ideal for 
21 if the quotient map 9 : 95 55/^ is completely isometric on 21. A boundary ideal which 
contains every other boundary ideal is the Shilov boundary for 21. The existence of a Shilov 
boundary for 21 is due to Hamana [Ham]. 
Theorem 2.3.2. [Ham, Theorem 4-4] If 21 is an operator algebra in a unital C*-algebra 95 
which contains the identity and generates 95 as a C'-algebra, then 21 has a Shilov boundary 
J. 
Definition 2.3.3. For 21,95, and JT" as in Theorem 2.3.2, we call 95/jr the C-envelope of 21 
denoted C"(2l). 
In general, the C"-envelope of an operator algebra 21 differs from the C'-algebra generated 
by 21. In Theorem 2.3.5, conditions are given for which the two coincide. 
Example 2.3.4. Consider the disk algebra >l(D) as a subalgebra of C(D). Note that C" (./4(D)) = 
C(D). The Shilov boundary for >t(D) is then JT = {/ 6 C(D) : /(T) = (0)}. On the other 
hand, if >1(D) is considered to be a subalgebra of C(T), then the Shilov boundary JT" is (0). 
In fact, for certain operator algebras 21 (such as ^(D)), the C-algebra generated by 21 is 
completely determined once one has factored by the Shilov boundary [Arv]. 
Theorem 2.3.5. [Arv,  Corollary 2.2.8] Let 21,95, and JT" be as in Theorem 2.3.2. If 21-f 21* is 
dense  in  S .  then  J  =  0 .  
2.4 Isometries 
A bounded linear operator T G BifC) is called a contraction if ||r|| < 1 and an isometry 
if | | r/i|| = ||/i|| V /i G "H. Equivalently, T € B(7^) is an isometry if and only if T'T = In- An 
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operator U 6 B{7{) is called a unitary if it is a surjective isometry. Equivalently, U € B{7i)  is 
a  unitary if  and only if  U'U = UU' = I-u-
Example 2.4.1. Let ?{ = £^(C) , the Hilbert space of square summable sequences of com­
plex numbers {^n}^o- Define the simple unilateral shift £/+ on % by i7+(?o,?i,6t —) = 
(0,^0,6.^2, •••)• Note that •••) = so that UlU+ = lu and U+ is 
an isometry. However, is not a unitary as U+U^ ^ I-u-
Example 2.4.2. Let 7i = £^(C) denote the Hilbert space of square summable sequences 
{ ? n } ^ - c o -  D e f i n e  t h e  s i m p l e  b i l a t e r a l  s h i f t  U  o n H  b y  — )  =  ( — — )  
Then U'U = UU' = I-u and U is unitary. 
There is a model for isometries on a Hilbert space H called the Wold decomposition. Con­
sider an isometry T on Ti. A subspace C oiH is called wandering for T if T^C ± r'£ (i.e. 
rP£ is orthogonal to T'^C) for ail nonnegative integers q. Since T'T = I-u, C is wandering 
if r"£ 1 £ for n > 1. The orthogonal sum M^{C) = ^^en well-defined. An 
isometry T € B^H) is called a unilateral shift if there exists in "W a subspace C wandering for 
T such that 71 = M+{C). The dimension of C is called the multiplicity of the unilateral shift 
T. A proof of Theorem 2.4.3 can be found in Sz. Nagy and Foias [Sz-NF] and Fillmore [Fill]. 
Theorem 2.4.3 (Wold Decomposition). Let T be an isometry on Ti.  Then Ti = 
where 7iu and Tit reduce T", T\y_^ is a unitary, and T\-u^ is a unilateral shift of multiplicity 
dim(ker T'). Furthermore, this decomposition is unique up to unitary equivalence, 
Hu = nn>or"?^, and Ui = M+CK e TU). 
Remark 2.4.4. The operator TI'h, in the Wold decomposition is also called a pure isometry. 
Example 2.4.5. If is the simple unilateral shift on H = ^^(C), then C = ker f/^. is a 
wandering subspace and % = Kf 
Example 2.4.6. If U is the simple bilateral shift on 71 =  ^ ^(C), then 7L = 7iu-
Example 2.4.7. Let |/x| = 1 and |a| < 1 be complex numbers and consider the conformal 
bijection of D given by Define the composition operator on H^{D) by 
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C^if)  = f o tp.  Note that is an isometry since ||/o<^|| = ||/|| V / G If ip{z) = 
f iz ,  |/i| = 1, then is clearly unitary. In fact, is unitary for any such conformal bijection. 
For a complete account on composition operators, see Cowen and MacCluer [CM]. 
Example 2.4.8. The multiplication operator M j  satisfies ||M/|| = ll/| |oo so that M j  is a 
c o n t r a c t i o n  i f  | | / | | o o  <  1 -  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  M j  =  M j  s o  t h a t  M /  i s  a n  i s o m e t r y  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  M j  
is a unitary if and only if // = |/P = 1. Note that the multiplication operator M, on iy^(D) 
is a unilateral shift of multiplicity 1. 
2.5 Crossed Products Z C(T) 
Let a be an automorphism of C(T). Consider the Banach space £^(Z,C(T),q;) consisting 
of all formal sums ^n®fn with /„ € C(T), 5n the Kronecker delta on Z, ||/n|| < oo, 
and with norm || ® fn\\  = simple tensors, define a multiplication by 
(<Jn ® f){Sm ®g) = Sn+m ® and an involution by (^„ ® /)" = ® a""(/). These 
definitions make £^(Z,C(T),A) into a Banach *-algebra. 
Definition 2.5.1. Let n : C(T) —>• B{'H) be a C*-representation, a an automorphism of C(T), 
and V 6 B{7i) a unitary on 7i. We say that (K, TT) is a covariant representation of (C(T),A) 
lfVV(Q(/)) = T(/)V'V/6C(T). 
Covariant representations of C(T) exist as Example 2.5.2 shows. 
Example 2.5.2. For an automorphism a of C'(T) and a C'-representation TT of C(T) on H, 
define a C-representation p of C(T) on fC = by 
= Trim, 
If U is the bilateral shift on IC, then {U,p) is a covariant representation of (C(T),a). Denote 
the C'-representation p constructed in this fashion by n. 
It is well-known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between *-representations of 
C^{Z.C{T),a) and covariant representations of (C(T),a) on Ti given by p (V, TT) where 
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/'(S-oo ® fn) = 5I!°oo [Pedl, Proposition 7.6.4]. Denote this representation p by 
V X T Z .  
Proposition 2.5.3. Let a  be an automorphism ofC(T). The Banach *-aIgebra £ ^ { Z , C { T ) , a )  
admits a faithful *-representation. 
Proof.  Let be a faithful representation of C(T) on H; such a representation exists by the 
Gelfand-Neumark theorem. Let U be the bilateral shift on AC = ©ffoo'H and let ir be constructed 
as in E.xample 2.5.2. Then C/ x ff is a *-representation of £^(Z,C(T),a) on fC. Suppose 
{Ux7t){j:-^Sn®U) = 0. Then (t/X7r)(Eroo 0,^0,0,...) = (..., 0,0,0,...) V^o 6 %• 
Hence (..., 7r(/_i)^o, ^ (/o)?^ 7r(/i)^o, 7r(/2)^o, •••) = (...,0,0,0,...). However, TT is faithful SO that 
/N = 0 V n 6 Z and thus C x TT is faithful. • 
The crossed product Z Xq C(T) could then be defined as the C'-enveloping algebra of 
the Banach *-algebra £^(Z,C(T),a) [Pedl]. However, since £^{Z,C{T),q) admits a faithful 
•-representation, there is an equivalent definition [MM] better suited for our purposes. 
Definition 2.5.4. The crossed product of C(T) by or, denoted Z x^ C(T), is the completion 
of f'(Z, C(T). a) under the norm 
||F|| = sup {||7r(F)|| ; 7r is a (contractive) *-representation of £^(Z,C(T), a)} 
for F€ ^^(Z,C(T),a). 
Example 2.5.5 (IrrationeJ Rotation Algebra). Let a be an automorphism on C(T) given 
by composition with the map <p[z) = where ^ = e^jno ^ ^ jg irrational. In 
this case Z Xq C(T) is called the irrational rotation algebra. This algebra is characterized 
as the unique C*-algebra generated by any two unitaries, U and V, satisfying the twisted 
commutation relation VU = ixUV [Bre][Dav]. Concrete representations of this C'-algebra 
appear in Example 2.5.6 and Example 2.5.7. 
Example 2.5.6. For the map 'p{z) = nz with fi = and a 6 (0,1) irrational, consider 
the C*-algebra generated by the composition operator C^-i and the multiplication operator 
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Mz on L^(T). Since MzC^-i = fiC^-iMz and C^-i and are unitaries on L^(T) it follows 
that this is the irrational rotation algebra Z C(T). 
Example 2.5.7. Let a be the automorphism of composition with the map (p given in Exam­
ple 2.5.6. Let n = ©ffoo^^(T). For / 6 C(T), define 
^/(..•,^-1, ?o,?i, ?2,-) = (•-a'H/K-i,/?o, a(/)6, a2(/)^2,...)• 
If U is the bilateral shift on % then it is easy to check that U and Dz are unitaries on % 
satisfying D~U = (xUD,. Hence the C"-algebra generated by U and D~ is the irrational 
rotation algebra Z Xq C(T). 
The irrational rotation algebra has been well-studied and may interesting facts are known 
about them [Riel] [Rie2]. A good overview can be found in Fillmore [Fil2] or Davidson [Dav], 
2.6 Ergodic Theory 
Let X be a set, B a c-algebra of subsets of A', and m: B a measure with m(X) = 1 so 
that (X, B, m) is a probablility space. A map tp :  X -i-  X is measurable if (p~^ (B) € B VB 6 B. 
9 is measure preserving if  tp is  measurable and m[ip~^{B)) = m{B) "i  B ^ B. If  ^p~^{B) = B 
for B e B. then ip'^iX \B) = X \ B and f can be studied in two parts; namely \b and 
V Ia'\B- Ergodicity is a concept of irreducibility for measure preserving transformations (p such 
that if 9 has this property then the study of ^p cannot be split into two parts. 
Definition 2.6.1. ip : (A', 5, m) —> (A', B, m) is ergodic if for B Q B, tp~^B = B => Tn{B) = 0 
or m{B) = 1. 
For p : (A', B, m) —> (A', B, m) measure preserving, it can be shown that ip is ergodic if and 
only if whenever / € L^{m) and (/o <;3)(i) = /(i) V i 6 A' then / is constant on A'. 
Example 2.6.2. Consider the map : T -> T given by (p{z) = fiz where / j ,  = and 
a e (0,1) is irrational. With m as normalized Lebesgue measure on T, (p is clearly measure 
preserving as it is just a rotation of T. Moreover, (p can be shown to be ergodic by using the 
fact that / G L^{m) and (/o ip){z) = f{z) on T implies / is constant on T. 
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Theorem 2.6.3 (BirkhoflF Ergodic Theorem). Let i p:  {X,B,m) -f {X,B , T n )  be measure 
preserving. Let / 6 Define the time mean of / to be 
t=0 
and the space mean of / to be 
—j— [ f dm. 
m{X) Jx 
Then, if is ergodic, the time mean and the space mean are equal. 
Example 2.6.4. For ( f  a s  in Example 2.6.2, and / € -4(D), Theorem 2.6.3 applies since 
/ € L^(m). Hence, V r 6 D, 
'ii" f fdm{z) = m. 
n-+oo 71 ' I T  
1=0 
In fact, this convergence is uniform since ip is uniquely ergodic [Wal, Theorem 5.17]. 
For a more detailed account of ergodic theory and topological dynamics, see Walters [Wal]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DILATION THEORY 
3.1 Hilbert Modules 
Definition 3.1.1. Let 21 be a unital algebra over C. A unitary (left) module X over 21 is an 
additive abelian group together with a function 21 x X (the image of (a, x) being denoted 
a  •  x )  s u c h  t h a t  V  a  6  C ,  a , 6  G  2 1 ,  a n d  x , y  €  X  
(i) a - i x  +  y )  =  a - x  +  a - y  
(ii) { a  +  b ) - x  =  a - x  +  b - x  
(iii) a - {b • x)  = (ab) • x  
(iv) la • X = X 
(v) a(a • i) = (aa) -  x  — a- (ox) 
Let X and 2) be modules over a unital algebra 21. A. module homomorphism is a function 
p : X such that  0(xi- | -x2) = 0(a;i)+<^(x2) and 0(a-xi)  = a-<j>{xi)  Vxi,  12 6 X, a 6 21. If  0 
is a bijection. we call c> a module isomorphism. A pair of module homomorphisms, JC 3. 
is exact at provided Im 0 = Ker ip. A finite sequence of module homomorphisms, Xq 
Xi X2 ... Xn-i is exact provided Im = Ker for i = 1,2,..., n — 1. An 
exact sequence of the form 0 ->• -t A 3 —>• 0 is a short exact sequence. If there exists a 
module homomorphism ^ : 3 2) with = I3, then we say that this short exact sequence 
splits or is split exact. If every short exact sequence O-^X-^^^V-^O ending at V is split 
exact we say that V is projective. Equivalently, a module V is projective if given any diagram 
of module homomorphisms 
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V 
[* 
with bottom row exact, there exists a module homomorphism :V  X such that the diagram 
commutes. 
Definition 3.1.2. A Hilbert module over a (unital) operator algebra 21 is a Hilbert space 
U which is an algebraic (left) module over 21 such that there exists K > 0 with ||/ • ^|| < 
A'll/lill^ll V/62land?6-«. 
Note that the norm condition ensures that the module multiplication is continuous. If the 
above inequality holds for K = 1 we call % a contractive Hilbert module. 
Recall that a representation of a (unital) operator algebra 21 on a Hilbert space is a 
continuous homomorphism p : 21 -> B^H) such that /9(la) = /•«. The continuity, equivalently 
boundedness ,  o f  p impl ies  there  exis t s  K > 1 such tha t  | | ^ ( / )^ | |  <  V /  6  21 and  ^  E Ti ­
l t  then becomes clear that there is a natural correspondence between (contractive) Hilbert 
modules Ti over 21 and (contractive) representations of 21 on K. A (contractive) representation 
of 21 on makes % into a (contractive) Hilbert module if the module action is defined by 
/ • ^ = p[f)^ for / 6 21 and ^ £ "H. Conversely, given a (contractive) Hilbert module H over 
21, a (contractive) representation p of 21 on TZ can be constructed by p(/)^ = / • ?• 
Some contractive representations satisfy the following stronger condition: 
Definition 3.1.3. Let 21 be an operator algebra and p a contractive representation of 21 on H. 
For n > 1, form the tensor product 2l0Mn(C) (as a subalgebra of C'(2l)(S) A'/n(C)). Define pn : 
21® M„(C) —)• BlH) (8> Mn(C) by (a,j) (/3(a,•_,)). Then p is said to be completely contractive 
if ||/>nl| = 1 V n > 1. 
Thinking of 21® A'/„(C) as matrices with entries from 21 we view Pn{o-ii) as an operator 
on by /)n(ao)(^i,6. —,^n) = [pKjOlnxn -,^n)- The norm on 21® Mn(Q is that 
unique norm it inherits from C"(2l) ® M„(Q [Mur, Theorem 3.4.2]. 
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Example 3.1.4. Let T 6 B[U) and let V denote the algebra of polynomials in ^(D). Then 
% becomes a module over V with module action given by p • ^ = p(r)^ for p G P and 
^ € 7^. This extends to make % into a contractive Hilbert module over .4(D) if and only if 
l|p(^)ll < IIP(^)IU(D) V p € 7^. Theorem 3.2.5 will show that this condition holds if and only if 
r is a contraction on U. Hence it will follow that the contrcictive Hilbert modules H over .4(D) 
are in one-to-one correspondence with contractions T on H. In fact, by Theorem 3.5.9 all the 
contractive Hilbert modules over >1(D) are completely contractive. To prove Theorem 3.2.5, 
the notion of a dilation is introduced. 
3.2 Dilating a Contraction 
Definition 3.2.1. Let T € S(^) and U € B{K) where K C IC, P-u E. B{IC) is the projection 
operator onto %, and T'^h = PuU^h y h £ 7i and n > 1. U is called a power dilation of T. 
Furthermore, U is an isometric [resp. unitary) dilation if U is an isometry {resp. unitary). 
From this point forward the term dilation will be used for power dilation without confusion. 
Definition 3.2.2. U € B{IC) is a minimal isometric dilation of T € B{'K) if U is an isometric 
dilation of T and JC = Vo° U € B[K,) is a minimal unitary dilation of T € B{'K) if U is 
a unitary dilation of T and K. = V^oo 
The existence of minimal and isometric dilations is the consequence of Theorem 3.2.3. For 
a proof, as well as a short history of the problem, the interested reader should see Chapter I 
of Sz. Nagy and Foias [Sz-NF]. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let T be a contraction on a Hilbert space H. Then there exists a minimal 
isometric {resp. unitary) dilation U on ICDH which is unique up to unitary equivalence. 
Remark 3.2.4. Let 9 be a conformal bijection of D of the form (p{z) = for |a| < 1. The 
operator s5(r) defined by (T—«/)(/—oT)"^ is a contraction. If T" is an isometry (resp. unitary) 
then <p(T) is an isometry (resp. unitary). Moreover, if [/ is an isometric (resp. unitary) dilation 
of T then (p(l/) is an isometric (resp. unitary) dilation of <f(T). In fact, if U is the minimal 
such dilation, then so is <^(11) [Sz-NF, Proposition 4.3]. 
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Theorem 3.2.5 (von Neumann's Inequality). Let T € Then i|p(r)|| < ||p(-s)|U(D) 
for all polynomials p[z)  if and only if T" is a contraction. 
Proof.  One direction of the proof is clear. Let then T € B{U) be a contraction with unitary 
dilation U G A: D Since r"/i = PuU^'h V n > 1 and ft € ?£, it follows that 
p{T)h = P-np{U)h for any polynomial p(z) and h € 71. If sp{U) denotes the spectrum of C/, 
then 
l|p(r)|| < ||p(?/)il = ma^ |p(A)| < max|p(A)| = ||p(2)|U(D) \esp{U) |A|=i 
by the spectral representation of a unitary operator and the maximum modulus theorem. • 
A partial answer to the problem of characterizing the Hilbert modules 7i over .4(D) de­
scribed in Example 3.1.4 can now be given. These modules are in one-to-one correspondence 
with contractions on K. The problem of classifying the contractive Hilbert modules over 4(D) 
is then equivalent to classifying contractions up to unitary equivalence. 
3.3 Dilating Commuting Pairs of Contractions 
Example 3.3.1. The bidisk algebra 4(D^) is the closure in C(D^) of the polynomials in the 
coordinate functions and Z2- If ^2 are operators on a Hilbert space % which commute, 
then % becomes a module over the algebra V of polynomials p{zi,Z2) by defining the module 
action p{zi,z2) = p{Ti,T2)^ for ^ 6 "W. In order to make this module into a contractive 
Hilbert module over 4(1[>^), it is clearly necessary that Ti and T2 are contractions. That the 
condition is sufficient as well results from Theorem 3.3.3 due to Ando [And]. 
Definition 3.3.2. Let {Ti,T2} be commuting operators in The pair of operators 
{ri,r2} in B{K-) is called a (power) dilation of {Pi.Ta} HHCK, U2U1 = U1U2, and = 
r V m. n > 0. The pair {Ui,U2} is said to be an isometric {resp.  unitary) dilation if 
L\ and U2 are isometries {resp. unitaries). 
The existence of an isometric dilation {Ui, U2) of a pair of commuting contractions {Ti, Ta} 
follows from Theorem 3.3.3. Ando's theorem will follow as a special case of Theorem 3.4.4, the 
proof of which is modified from Ando's work. 
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Theorem 3.3.3 (Ando's Theorem). Every commuting pair of contractions has an isomet­
ric {resp. unitary) dilation. 
Remark 3.3.4. For commuting contractions {T'1,72} on the isometric dilation {Ui,U2} 
on a Hilbert space IC D Ti guaranteed from Theorem 3.3.3 can be taken to be minimal in 
the sense that IC = Vm n>o However, unlike the case of a single contraction, not all 
minimal isometric dilations of {Ti,T2} are unitarily equivalent [Sz-NF]. 
Remark 3.3.5. A suspected generalization of Ando's Theorem does not hold. If {T'i,T'2,r3} 
is a system of commuting contractions on H, there is not necessarily a system {Ui, U2, t/3} of 
commuting unitaries on IC D 71 satisfying Tih = PnUih V /i 6 'H and i = 1,2,3 [Par]. 
Remark 3.3.6. A generalization of von Neumann's inequality to two commuting contractions 
{Ti,T2) holds; that is, if p{z\,z2] is a polynomial in two variables, then 
||p(ri,r2)|| < sup{|p(zi, 2:2)1 : kil < 1, \Z2\ < 1}-
Note that this yields the fact that the contractive Hilbert modules K over ^(D^) are in one-
to-one correspondence with pairs of commuting contractions on H. In general, von Neumann's 
inequality does not hold for a system {Ti,T2^Tz) of commuting contractions. That is to say 
that there e.Kists three such commuting contractions and a polynomial p{zi,z2,z2) satisfying 
I|p(ri,r2,r3)|| > sup{|p(ri,r2,S3)| : |-,| < 1,1 = 1,2,3}. 
For the construction of these contractions, see Crabb and Davie [CD]. 
One of the best known results of dilation theory is the commutant lifting theorem. It is 
an amazing fact that Ando's theorem and the commutant lifting theorem can each be used to 
prove each other [FF]. Before the commutant lifting theorem can be stated, a few definitions 
are needed. 
Definition 3.3.7. An operator B : /C AC' is a lifting of A : 7i Ti' if Ti C fC, 71' C IC', and 
Pu'B = AP-h. 
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The operator B lifts A if and only if B : -)• admits a matrLx representation 
We say that B extends A if B\-n = A\ this occurs when B has matrix representation 
^ A 
\ o  c ) '  
Hence, B extends A if and only if B' lifts A'.  
Definition 3.3.8. Let T € B{'H.) and T" 6 B{7i ')  be contractions. Define the intertwining set 
of T and T' by 
For U € B{K,) and U' 6 B{/C')  the minimal isometric dilations of T and T' respectively, we 
say that B is a contractive intertwining lifting of A if 
(ii) B is contractive with P-h'B = APy, (i.e. B is a lifting of .4). 
The existence of a contractive intertwining lifting of a pair of contractions T and T" is the 
substance of the commutant lifting theorem. Four different proofs of this result, one of which 
relies upon .A.nd6's theorem, can be found in Chapter VII of Foias and Frazho [FF]. 
Theorem 3.3.9 (Commutant Lifting). Let T 6 B{'hL) and T' G B{H') be contractions. If 
.4 € [{T. T"),  then there exists a  contractive intertwining l if t ing B of A. 
3.4 Dilating Noncommuting Pzdrs of Contractions 
In this section we show that if (p is a conformal bijection of the disk and S and T are 
contractions satisfying TS = S(p{T) then {5, T} has a power dilation {U,V}. First, two 
different proofs are given for the case where 9 is a rotation. 
of the form 
I{T.  T')  = {A:'H-^U' ||A|| < 1 and T'A = AT).  
(i) B e i { u , u ' ]  
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Definition 3.4.1. Let {S,T} be a pair of contractions satisfying TS = S(p{T) where is a 
conformal bijection of D. A pair of operators {U, V} in B(/C) will be called a power ((9-dilation 
of {S,T} provided 'HCIC,VU = Uip{V), and V m, ra > 0 and e H. 
A power 9-dilation will be called isometric {resp.  unitary) if U and V are isometries {resp.  
unitaries). 
Definition 3.4.2. Let T 6 B{%) be a contraction. Denote by Dt the defect operator given 
by DT = (/w-rT)i/2. 
Note that Dt is well-defined as T'T < ly^.  Also, = Dt and 0 < Dt < In- In some 
sense, Dt measures how far T is from being isometric. 
Lemma 3.4.3. \ \DThW^ = ||ft|P - \ \ThW^. 
Proof.  Since Df = Dr, IPr/ilP = {DTh, DtH) = {D\h,  h) = {h -  T'Th, h) = ||/i||2 -  ||r/i||2. 
• 
The proof of Theorem 3.4.4 is a simple modification of Ando's proof of Theorem 3.3.3. 
Theorem 3.4.4. Let i^{z) = y.z where |/z| = 1. Then any set of contractions {5, T} in B{'K) 
satisfying TS = 5v'(r)  has an isometric v'-dilation {U, V} on fC. 
Proof.  Define 91+ = ©^qH. Define on 7i+ the operators 5 and T by 
S{/io,/ii,/i2i •••} = {Sho, DshQ,0,hi,h2,...} 
f{ho,hi,h2.,...} = {TfiQ, DThQ,0, hi, h2,...} 
It follows by Lemma 3.4.3 that 5 and f  are isometric, but S and f  do not satisfy TS = iiST. 
Form the space Q = By the natural identification 
{ho, hi ,h2, ...} = {/loi {/ii, /i2i hs,  /14}, {/i5, he, hj ,  /ig},...} 
we have 
n+ = 'H(^Q®G® .. .  
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For n > 1, let Gn be a unitary operator on Q (to be specified later in the proof). Let 
G : be given by 
G{/io, hi,  h2, ...} = {ho, Gi{hi,  /i2) h^,  /i4}, G2{/»5i hs,  hr,  hs},  G3{hg,. . . ,  hi2},  
Then, G is also unitary and its inverse is given by 
G {ho, hi, /l2j ...} = {/^Oi ^2) hj, hti}, C?2 {^5» hsi hj, /ig}i G^ {^9i •••, ^ 12}i---}-
Define operators U and V on Ti+ by 
= G5 and K = f G"^ 
Note that these are both isometries on A simple computation shows that 
UV{ho, hi ,  h2,  •••} = GSTG ^ {ho,  hi ,  h2, . . .}  
= GST{ho, G'[^{hi,h2,  hs,  h4},G2^{h5, he,  hj ,  hs}, . . .}  
= QS{Tho, Drho, 0,G'^^{hi,h2,  hs,  /14},  h^,  hj ,  hs}, . . .}  
= G{STho, DsTho, 0, D^ho, 0, Gj h2, h^,  h4},  G2 ^ {hs,  he,  hr,  h^},  
= {STho, Gi{DsTho, 0, Drho, 0}, G2Gi^{hi,  h2,  hs,  /14}, 
GsG^^{hs,  hs,  hr,  hs}, . . .}  
and 
VU{hQ,hi,h2, . . .}  = fGG-^S{ho,hi ,h2, . . .}  
= T{Sho, Dsho,0,  hi ,  h2, . . .}  
= {TSho, DTSho,0,  Dsho, 0, hi,  /12,...} 
Since T S  =  f i S T  by assumption, the relation V U  =  f i U V  will hold if and only if we can choose 
Gn (n > 1) to satisfy 
nGi{DsThQ,0, DTho,0} = {D^S/io, 0, D5/10,0} (3.1) 
and V n > 2, 
I^GnG^tl{h4n —7• ^4n—&i ^4n—51 ^471—4}" — {^4n—71 ^4n—61 ^4n—51 ^ 4TI—4)"• (^*2) 
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For n >2, the choice of unitary G„ satisfying (3.2) is clear; it is = f iGn-i-  So, we need 
only show we can choose a unitary Gi to satisfy (3.1). But, by Lemma 3.4.3, 
WDsThof + WDrhoW^ = ||r/iof - ||5rfto|P + ||/io||'- ||r/iof 
= llftoip - IISrAolP 
= ||fto||'-||/2r5/io||' 
= il/25/ioll' -  WfiTShoW^ + ll/2/ioll' - ||/i5/io||' 
= WfiDTShof + WfiDshof 
So. 0, Dr/i,0}|| = \ \ f i{DTSh,Q, Dsh,Q}\\  for all h £ H. Let Ci be the subspace 
of vectors of the form {DsT/i, 0, Dy/i, 0}. Let C2 be the subspace of vectors of the form 
/2{Dr5/i,0. Dsh,Q]. Then, by defining Gi : £1 ^ by 
Gi{DsTh, 0, D-rh, 0} = p,{DTSh, 0, Dsh, 0} 
we see that Gi is isometric onto £2- By continuity, Gi can be extended to an isometry from 
Ml = £1 onto M2 = £2, the closures of £1 and £2 respectively. 
We now show that G\ can be extended to an isometry of Q onto itself. For this, we need 
only show that Ml = Q ^ Mi and M2 = Q Q M2 have the same dimension. If V. has finite 
dimension, so does Q. But then dim Mi = dim M2 => dim M-i = dim M^- If dim 71 is 
infinite, then dim H = dim Q > dim Mj' > dim % [i = 1,2) since both and M2 contain 
the subspace of all vectors of the form {{0,/i,0,0} : h € H}. Hence, dim % = dim M^ = 
dim Mf- So. if the unitary Gi is determined (and hence so to the unitaries G„ for n > 2), 
then L' and V will be isometrics on 71+ D 7i satisfying VU = fj,UV. Further, 
U{ho,hi.h2, . . .}  = {Sho,. . .}  
V{hQ, hi ,  h2, . . .}  = {Tho,. . .}  
and so 
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for m, n > 0. Hence, 
FwK"Cr"{/i,0,0,...} = 
= T^S'^h 
"i  h  € Ti  and m, n > 0. The pair {U,  V}  on H+ is then a power isometric v>-dilation of 
{s,r}. • 
It is not clear how to generalize the proof of Theorem 3.4.4 to dilate contractions satisfying 
TS = S<p[T) for any conformal bijection tp of the disk. One might surmise that the commutant 
lifting theorem might be of some use. In fact, Theorem 3.4.4 can also be proven by two 
applications of the commutant lifting theorem. However, since it is not clear how T intertwines 
any suitable functions of S for contractions S and T satisfying TS = S(p{T), this proof too 
seems to fail to yield a more general result. 
Second proof  of  Theorem 3.4.4-  Let f  be the minimal isometric dilation of T on AC = Vo° T{7i) .  
By Remark 3.2.4, /iT is the minimal isometric dilation of /iT. Since S 6 I{fiT,T), the com­
mutant lifting theorem yields the existence of a contractive intertwining lifting 5 of S on AC. 
In  par t icular .  fS  = f iSf .  
Let i '  be the minimal isometric dilation of S on £ = \/o° Since T € /(5,/i5). 
a second application of the commutant lifting theorem guarantees a contractive lifting V € 
F{U.fiU) of f on C. In particular, VU = iiUV and V is a lifting of T (i.e. PnV = TPtc). Note 
that \\k\\ = ||rP;cA:|| = WP^VkW < ||VA:|| < ||A:|| ^ k € IC => ||V'A:|| = (|fc|| V A: G AC. Thus. 
\ \VU-k\ \  = Wn^if '^VkW = \\Vk\ \  = iifci i  =  \ \u-k\ \  
for all k 6 K. and n > 0. By Lemma 3.4.3, \ \DvU^k\ \^  = = 0 so that 
D\-  = 0 on £. Hence, V is an isometry on C. Also note that V lifts T since V lifts T and T 
lifts T. Similarly. U lifts 5. It follows that 
= T'^PuU'^h 
= 
V h so that {U,  V'} is a power (,?-dilation of {5, T}. • 
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Theorem 3.4.5. Let ip{z)  = f iz  where |/i| = 1. Then contractions {S, T} satisfying TS = 
S(f{T) have a power unitary ^s-dilation {U, V}. 
Proof .  Let {S,T} in B{IC) be a strong isometric ^dilation of {S,T} (guaranteed by Theo­
rem 3.4.4). First, extend 5 to a unitary operator U on some C D K.. Choose this extension to 
be minimal (see Theorem 3.2.3) in the sense that 
OO 
£=Y^"(^). (3.3) 
—OO 
Then, for every finite sum 13n(M^)TA:n where 6 /C we have 
n n m 
n>m n<m 
= E fkm)+J2 
n>m. n<m 
Ti>m n<m 
since U extends S and S = U on fC.  But, for p > 0,  fS^  = n^S^f  since {S, T} is a power 
isometric i^dilation of {5,7"}. Hence, since T is an isometry, 
n n>m n<m 
= ^ (s"—fen, (fen, 
n>m n<m 
= 5;^ {U--" 'k^ ,krn)  + {kn,U^--k^)  
n>7n Ti<m 
Define a linear subspace 
M = |e :  kn € IC,n belonging to a finite subset of z|. 
Define V' : M -> M by 
(3.4) 
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The preceeding calculations show that V is isometric. Further, M = £ by (3.3). Thus, V 
extends by continuity to an isometry on C. For k ^ IC and n € Z, we have by (3.4), 
f iUV{U' 'k)  = fiU{U' ' f f i ' 'k)  
= t/(f/"+^A:) 
= VU{U''k) 
So, for finite sums of the form U ^kn (n £ h , k n 6  I C ) ,  we have 
Thus, by (3.3) we have VU = fiUV on C showing that {U,  V} is another power (^-dilation of 
{S.T}.  
Next, extend V to a unitary operator V on M D C.  Again, choose this extension to be 
minimal in the sense that 
OO 
M = \ /  V-{C).  (3.5) 
— OO 
.'X.s before with 
Af = '• In  €  C,n belonging to a finite subset of z| 
define U : j \ f  —»• jV by 
(3.6) 
and verify that U is isometric. Further, = M by (3.5), so that U e.xtends by continuity to 
an isometry on M. Note that U is unitary on C so that U(C) = C. Thus U{jV) = jV by (3.6), 
and hence U{M) = M (i.e. U is unitary on M) by (3.5). Since VU = fiUV on finite sums 
of the form (3.5) shows that VU = fiUV on M where both U and V are unitaries. 
Hence. {U.  V} is a power unitary t^s-dilation of {5, T} on M. •  
The proof of Theorem 3.4.5 can be extended to give a unitary (^dilation of contractions 
satisfying TS = S'p{T) for any conformal bijection of D provided these contractions have an 
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isometric ^dilation. However, It is not clear how such a dilation can be found. We now give a 
different  l i f t ing argument  to  show that  a  pair  of  contract ions 5  and T sat isfying TS = S^piT)  
where (p is any conformal bijection of D can be ^^dilated to unitaries U and V satisfying 
VU = U(p{V). The idea here is to dilate one of the operators to a unitary first and then do 
the same with the other operator. In the proofs of Theorem 3.4.4 both operators were dilated 
to isometrics and then the resulting pair was dilated to unitaries. Proofs in this section closely 
resemble those in Sebestyen [Sebl]. Lemma 3.4.7 is directly lifted from Sebestyen [Sebl]. 
Lemma 3.4.6. Let S and T be contractions satisfying TS = Sf(T)  for some conformal 
bi ject ion of  D.  Then 9~^(T')S =  ST.  
Proof .  Let p„(s) be a sequence of polynomials such that Pn{z)  —>• II • Hoc. Then, 
it is easy to verify that pniT)S = S{pn ° But (p„ o (p)[z)  2 in || • ||oo then shows 
via the functional calculus for contractions [Sz-NF] that pn{T)S (p~^{T)S since ||p„(r)S — 
S5-I(r)5|| < ||p„(T) - v-^(r)||||S|| 0. Similarly, 5(p„ o ,p)(T) ST so that ^-'{T)S = 
ST.  •  
Lemma 3.4.7. [Sebl ,  Lemma 1] Let IC and fC'  be Hilbert spaces, K C JC and %' C K.'  be 
subspaces and X : H K,' and X' : K' IC he given bounded linear transformations. 
Then, there exists an operator Y : JC K.' extending A' so that Y' extends X' if and only if 
(A' / i ,  h')  = {h,  X'h ' )  V h  en, h'e W. Moreover ,  | |K| |  <  max{| |A| | ,  \ \X ' \ \} .  
Suppose now that 5 and T are contractions on 7i  which satisfy TS = S'p{T)  for some 
conformal bijection tp of D. Note that (piT) is a well defined contraction by the functional 
calculus found in Sz. Nagy and Foias [Sz-NF]. The statement of Lemma 3.4.8 should be 
compared with the commutant lifting theorem (Theorem 3.3.9). 
Lemma 3.4.8. Let 5 and T be contractions on % such that TS = S(p{T) .  If U is the minimal 
isometric dilation of S acting on AC, then there exists an operator T^ on IC such that T^ extends 
T- (i.e. T^. lifts r), lir^ll < 1, and T^U = Uip^T^). 
Proof .  Let U be the minimal isometric dilation of 5 acting on a Hilbert space IC containing H. 
CO n 
Then, U' extends S", where K. = \/ ICn and /C„ = V U''{7i) .  Note also that the orthogonal 
n=o ;t=o 
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projections Pn '• IC -¥ fCn satisfy the equation Pn+iU = UPn for any n > 0. We use induction 
on n to construct a sequence r„ of contractions with the properties sought in the Lemma. 
Consider the maps 
UcpiT)U'\n,  : 
T'  :  fCQ = n^lCi  
By an application of Lemma 3.4.8, there exists Ti : fCi ICi such that 
Tilno = Uv>{T)U'\no 
rrko = T'  
if and only  {U<piT)U'iUh),k)  = {Uh,T'k)  yh.  keU.  But, i f h , k € n ,  
{UcpiT)U'{Uh),k)  = {U<^{T)h,k)  
= {^iT)h,U'k)  
= {(p{T)h,  S 'k)  (since U" extends S')  
= {S<p{T)h,k)  
= (TSh.k)  
= {PoSh,  T 'k)  (since ICQ  = Ti)  
= {Uh,T'k)  (since U \-H  = 5) 
Since T is a contraction. Lemma 3.4.8 also guarantees 
llTill < max{||t/<^(r)f/-|HolU|r"||} 
< max{|Mr)||,||ni} 
< 1 
Since PiU = UPQ , it also follows that 
U^{T)Po = Uip{T)U'{UPo) = TiiUPo) = TiPiU.  (3.7) 
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For the second step in the induction, consider the maps 
U^{Tx)U'\n,  : ny = U{IC{)^K2 
/Ci  — y IC2 
Once again an application of Lemma 3.4.8 yields the existence of T2 • IC2 IC2 such that 
T2\m = U^{T,)U-\n,  
Tsk. = Tl 
if and only {U^[Ti)U'{Uh),k)  = {Uh^T^^k)  ^h .k^Ki .  But, \ i  h ,k  ^  ICi ,  
{Uip{Ti)U'{Uh),k)  = {U^iTi)h,Pik)  
= {PiUipiTi)h,k)  
= (UPQ<p{Ti)h,k)  (s ince PiU=UPo} 
= {h,^{Ti) 'PoU'k)  
Furthermore, for x G ICi ,y  € /Co, and ip{z)  = 
{x,lp.ipa{Ti)]'y) = {x,fi(pa{Ti)y) (see [Sz-NF,p.l4]) 
= {x,  f i (pa{T')y)  (since Ti'Ia:,, = T'  and tpa is analytic) 
=  {x,{^(paiT)] 'y)  
Hence. 
{U^{Ti)U'{Uh),k)  = {h,<p{TrPoU'k)  
= {h,{Poip{T) 'Po)U-k)  
= {UPQ'p{T)Poh,k)  
= {Uip{T)Poh,Pik)  
= {TiPiUh,k) by (3.7) 
= {Uh,PiTik)  
= {Uh,Tik)  
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Since IITill < 1, it also follows from Lemma 3.4.8 that 
lir^li < max{||f/9(ri)p-|K,ll.lirri|} < i  
and 
UcpiTi)Pi  = U^{Ti)U'{UPi)  = T^iUPi)  = T2P2U 
For step n in the induction, consider the maps 
: 'Hn-l=U{ICn-l)-^ICn 
Tn - i  ' •  fCn-1 ICn 
By Lemma 3.4.8, there e.xists Tn'• ICnfCn with 
if and only if (Uip{Tn - I )U'{Uh),  k)  = k)  V h,k  fCn-i-  But, if /i, A: 6 ^n-it 
{i-^{Tn. , )U-iUh),k)  = {U<f{Tn-l)h,P^^,k)  
= {P„.iU^{Tn-l)h,k)  
= {UPn-2<p{Tn-i)h,  k)  (Pn_ii7 = C/P„_2 by induction hypothesis) 
= {h,<p{T^.r) 'P;_^U'k)  
= {h,  ^ {T^.2)-P;-2U'k)  (since = T;_,)  
= {hAPn-2<piTn-2) 'Pn-2)U'k)  (where Tq = T) 
= {U<fiTn-2)P.-2h,k)  
= {Tn-iPn-iUh,k) (by induction hypothesis) 
= (t/-/i,Pn-ir„"_iA:> 
= {Uh,T;_,k)  
Further, 
||r„|| < max{||L'V(r„-i)L"lw„_,|l,||T;^_il|} < 1 by induction. 
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Also, 
= UipiTn-lW'iUPn-l) = Tn{U Pn-l) = T^PnU 
As a result of this process, by the minimality of the dilation, we arrive at an operator T* : 
AC AC as the extension of each {r*}^o such that ||T^|1 < 1. Since T^Pn -4 in the strong 
operator topology, the identity U<f{Tn-i)Pn-i = TnPnU yields T^U = Uf{T^). • 
Lemma 3.4.9. Let 5 and T be contractions on % such that TS = Sf{T) .  If U is the minimal 
unitary dilation of S acting on a Hilbert space AC, then there exists on K, which is a dilation 
of r with l|T,p|| < 1 and T^U = Uf{T^). 
Proof .  First, let U+ be the minimal isometric dilation of 5 acting on AC+; U C fC+ C IC.  By 
Lemma 3.4.8 there exists an extension T*+ of T" on /C+ with |jr,^|| < 1 and 
By Lemma 3.4.6 it follow^s that 
9-Hr^+)c/+ = (3.8) 
Taking the adjoint of (3.8) gives T^+U^ = U^(p~^{T^+)' = U^p,ipa{T^+) where <p~^ = = 
Recall that when U is the minimal unitary dilation of 5, U' is the unique minimal 
isometric dilation of [DMP, Lemma 6.1]. It follows by Lemma 3.4.8 that there exists an 
o p e r a t o r  o n  K .  s u c h  t h a t  e x t e n d s  T ^ + ,  | i r ^ | |  <  1 ,  a n d  T ^ ^ U '  =  U ' =  U ' [ T ^ ] ' .  
That is to say, by taking adjoints and applying Lemma 3.4.6, that T^U = UflT^). • 
Theorem 3.4.10. Let 5 and T  be contractions on H  such that T S  =  S ( P { T ) .  Then there 
exists a pair of unitaries U and V on some K, D % such that VU = Uip{V) and = 
P - N I ' ^ V ^ L U  for every m, n € N. That is, { U ,  V} is a power (^dilation of { S , T } .  
Proof .  By Lemma 3.4.9, there exists a dilation of {S, T } ,  say {C/q, To} acting on a Hilbert space 
^0 so that UO is the minimal unitary dilation of 5 and TQ is a contractive dilation of T on /Co, 
with 
TqUQ = Uo(p(To) .  (3.9) 
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Let then V be the minimal unitary dilation of TQ that acts on a Hilbert space K. We extend 
UQ to a unitary U on IC so that VU = Uip{V). By minimality, and the fact that (P~^IV) is the 
minimal unitary dilation of (P~^{TQ) by Remark 3.2.4, 
OO OO 
fC=\/ V^[ICq) = V (^)" (^o). (3.10) 
—OO —oo 
Define then on AC by the assignment 
UiV^ko)  = <^-'(K)"£/oA:o 
for n G Z and K O  6 ACq- Note that U  is onto by (3.10). Hence, we need only to show that U  is 
isometric (and thus unitary). But, for every finite sum V^Uoko where ko 6 ACo, we can use 
(3.9) to show 
n m 
= Y.  ko) + Y .  (^0'  
n>Tn n<m 
= E (ro"-'"fco, ko) + Y <^0, TS'-'^ko) 
n>m n<m 
= (UoTr'^ko, Uoko) + Y (^0^0' UoT^^'ko) 
n>m n<m 
= Y {'P' ' iTor-" 'Uoko,  Uoko)  + ^- '{Tor^^Uoko)  
n>m n<m 
= Y  ('P'Hvr- '"Uoko,  Uoko)  + Yl  (Uoko, 'p- ' (vr-"Uoko)  
n>m n<m 
=  Y  ( 'P ' ' (^TUoko, 'p- ' (VrUoko)  + Y  ( 'P~HvrUoko, ' , :^- ' (VrUoko)  
n>m n<m 
Y^P'^i^TUoko 
n 
and hence U  is unitary. 
Finally, we show that 
5"^" = P - H U ' ^ V I U  
for all m, n > 0. An identity from [DMP, Theorem 6] shows that 
= [ P - H U ^ \ U ) [ P H T S \ U )  
= PuUm-H 
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But, for ho, ko e H, we have 
{US'T^ho,ko)  = {T^ho,Urko)  
= {V' 'ho,U'^ 'ko)  
= {irv' 'hQ ,ko) .  
Hence, 
Smrn = PnUS'TSln 
= Puv^vin 
• 
3.5 Shilov Modules 
Definition 3.5.1. Let 21 be an operator algebra with C*-enveIope C'(2l). A Hilbert module 
% for 21 is a Shilov module if there exists a C"(2l)-module IC such that V. is isomorphic to a 
submodule of AC viewed as an 2l-module. 
Example 3.5.2. For the disk algebra -4(D), note that C"(>l(D)) = C(T) by Example 2.3.4 
and L^(T) is a C(T)-module with action given by pointwise multiplication. Of course, L^(T) 
can also be viewed as an >i(D)-module under the same module action. Then is a Shilov 
module for .4(D) since it is a submodule for L^(T) invariant under multiplication by functions 
in >^(D). 
Example 3.5.3. Let 21 = Ti, the upper triangular 2x2 matrices. Then C'(2l) = M^iC) and 
C'rC is a iV/2(C)-module with action given by matrix multiplication. But, C®C can also be 
considered as a 72 module under the same action. It is easy to verify that C ® 0 is a Shilov 
module for 21 since it is invariant for 21. 
Definition 3.5.4. A sequence of Hilbert modules over 21 
0 —y fC —y ,M —y H —>• 0 (3.11) 
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is a short exact isometric sequence if IC is isomorphic to a submodule of j \4  having quotient 
isomorphic to K. 
Remark 3.5.5. A submodule of a Hilbert module Af is a closed subspace of M invariant for 
21.  I f  IC is  a  submodule of  i t  does not  fol low in general  that  IC^ is  a  submodule of  M. 
However, if /C^ is a submodule of M, then (3.11) with H = \s z. short exact isometric 
sequence. 
Definition 3.5.6. A Hilbert module % over 21 admits a Shilov resolution if there is a short 
exact isometric sequence 
M (3.12) 
where K, and M are Shilov modules. If such a resolution exists, then (A^,$) is called a 
Shi lov dominant  for  Ti.  
Definition 3.5.7. Let pu be a contractive representation of an operator algebra 21 on Ti. 
Then p-u is said to have a Stinespring dilation if there is a triple {/C, rr, V) where AC is a Hilbert 
space, TT is a C*-representation of C'(2l) on IC and V : /C is an isometry such that 
pnia)  = V'K{a)V (3.13) 
for all a G 21. 
Example 3.5.8. Let p-^ be a contractive representation of >1(D) on 7i  determined by a con­
traction T. Let U be the minimal isometric dilation of T on /C = V^oc Then p-u has a 
Stinespring dilation (AC, tt. where n : C(T) —> B{IC) is the C-representation determined by 
U and V : "W —> AC is the inclusion map. 
The following theorem is a key result in determining the existence of Shilov resolutions for 
contractive Hilbert modules % over operator algebras. 
Theorem 3.5.9 (Stinespring-Arveson). [MS2,  T/ieorem 5.757 Letbe a contractive Hilbert 
module over an operator algebra 21. The following are equivalent: 
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(i) % admits a Shilov resolution. 
(ii) Tils a. completely contractive Hilbert module over 121. 
(iii) The representation pn associated with 71 has a Stinespring dilation. 
Definition 3.5.10. Let 
0 - ^ M  
be a Shilov resolution. A Shilov dominant for H is strongly minimal if there is no 
submodule .\f of j \A such that $ maps M onto "H.  
Definition 3.5.11. Let H be a contractive Hilbert module over 21. Let Q -)• K.i Mi 
% Q (i=l,2) be two Shilov resolutions of %. These resolutions are said to be isomorphic 
if there exist module isomorphisms <p : Mi M2 and ij} : ICi IC2 such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
Q ^ J C 2 — ^ M 2 — ^ n - ^ 0  
Theorem 3.5.12 (Sz.-Nagy). [DP,  Theorem 3.15] Every contractive Hilbert module H over 
>l(D) has a Shilov resolution. The Shilov modules correspond to isometries on 7i and, moreover, 
any two strongly minimal Shilov resolutions of H are isomorphic. 
Proof .  That Shilov resolutions exist follows from Theorem 3.2.3. Since Shilov modules for 
^(D) are determined by restrictions of unitaries, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
Shilov modules and isometries on Ti. Since the contraction T determining a contractive Hilbert 
module Ti has a minimal unitary dilation U which is unique up to unitary equivalence, it follows 
that any two strongly minimal Shilov resolutions of H are isomorphic. • 
Recall that the Shilov modules H for >l(D) (i.e. isometries on V.)  can be classified according 
to the Wold decomposition. So, in some sense, all the information for classifying the contractive 
Hilber t  modules  V. over  ^(D) is  contained in  the module maps $  and 5 '  where Q K.  M 
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H -T 0 is a Shilov resoluton. However, assuming $ is the quotient map, we see that % is really 
completely determined from the module map Part of the goal of thinking in terms of 
contractive Hilbert modules H over 21 rather that in terms of contractive representations of 21 
on H is to extract information about % from this map ^ [DP]. 
Example 3.5.13. By Ando's Theorem, it is clear that every contractive Hilbert module 71 
over has a Shilov resolution. However, strongly minimal resolutions are no longer unique 
(since the minimal unitary dilation of two commuting contractions is not unique up to unitary 
equivalence) [DP]. 
Shilov modules are the building blocks for (completely) contractive Hilbert modules in the 
sense that completely contractive Hilbert modules can be resolved in terms of Shilov modules. 
This is similar to the role that projective modules play in ring theory. Muhly and Solel [MS2] 
have introduced the concept of "orthogonally projective" which they believe is the proper 
operator algebraic analogue of "projective" found in ring theory. 
Definition 3.5.14. Let 
0 —y K.  —>• A'l —^ T' —>• 0 (3.14) 
be a short exact isometric sequence of contractive Hilbert modules over an operator algebra 
21. Then V is orthogonally projective if (3.14) is split by a contraction. That is, there exists a 
module map ^ -.V M with ||$|| < 1. 
Example 3.5.15. The orthogonally projective modules V over >1(0) correspond to isometries 
T on V [MS2]. Hence the orthogonally projective and Shilov modules over >l(D) coincide. 
Proposition 3.5.16. [MS2,  Theorem 3.1]  FOT C-algebras, every contractive Hilbert module 
is orthogonally projective. 
Proposition 3,5.17. [MS2,  Proposi t ion 3.2]  Completely contractive orthogonally projective 
Hilbert modules are Shilov. 
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The converse of Proposition 3.5.17 is also true when ail contractive Hilbert modules over 
the operator algebra are completely contractive and the notion of "commutant lifting" (which 
we do not discuss) holds for the algebra [MS2]. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SEMICROSSED PRODUCTS OF THE DISK ALGEBRA 
4.1 The Semicrossed Product of the Disk Algebra 
Definition 4.1.1. Let a be an automorphism of an operator algebra 21,/) a contractive rep­
resentation of 21 on H. and V a contraction [resp. isometry) on H. We say that (p, V) is a 
contractive [resp. isometric) covariant representation of (21, a) if Vp(a(/)) = p(/)V V/ € 21. 
Example 4.1.2. Let 21 be an operator algebra and or an automorphism of 21. Let p be a 
contractive representation of 21 on /C and let "H = ff^(AC), the space of square summable 
elements in 0~ fC. Define a contractive representation tt of 21 on by 7r(/)(^o»?iT^2). • - ) = 
(p(/)^o,p(Q!(/))^i,p(a!^(/))^2i • • •)• If is the unilateral shift on 7i, then (7+7r(Q;(/)) = 
TT(f)U+ V / S 21. Write tt = p for the contractive representation constructed above. Since 
(p, U+) is a contractive covariant representation of (21, a), it follows that contractive covariant 
respresentations always exist. 
Theorem 4,1.3. [Hof]  Every automorphism a of A(D) is of the form a{f)  = / o for some 
comformal bijection (p of D. 
Proof .  Let a be an automorphism of D. For / £ .A(D) and A e C, note that A 6 Ran / if and 
only if f{z) - A is not invertible. Thus, since q;(1) = 1, it follows that A 6 Ran / if and only if 
A 6 Ran a(/). If (p(z) is defined by a(r) it follows that Ran v? = HJ. For |A| < 1 and / G >1(D) 
we have lv(A)| < 1 and 
/(--)-/MA) ) = (r-<p(A))5(~i (4.1) 
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for some g analytic on D. Applying a to (4.1) gives 
-  /(vW) = i f i^)  -  <PW)O'{9{2))  
SO that a{f{z))  -  vanishes at 2 = A. Since |A| < 1 is arbitrary, Q:(/(A)) = /(v(A)) on 
D. Since a maps >l(D) onto >l(D), cp has an inverse (that function that a maps to 2) and is 
conformal. D 
Example 4.1.4. The disk algebra >l(D) can be considered as an operator algebra acting (via 
multiplication) on the Hilbert space L^(T). Let a : .4(D) -)• >1(D) be an (isometric) automor­
phism of >l(D) so that a{f) = /o for some conformal mapping of D by Theorem 4.1.3. 
Let [f be the forward unilateral shift on ©^o^^C^)' 
i7(^o,ei,6,-..) = (0,eo,6,.--)-
For / € .4(D), let D/ he the diagonal operator on ©Soi^(T) given by 
Df{^o,^u^2,  . . . ) ••= ( /^o,a( / )6 ,a2( / )^2,  . . . ) .  
Then UDa(j)  = DjU V / G >l(D). If p :  >l(D) -)• B (©^oi'^(T)) is the contractive represen­
tation of >1(D) determined by p{f) = Dj, then (/?, C/) is an isometric covariant representation 
of (>l(D),a:). We let 21q denote the norm closed subalgebra of B (©^o-^^C^)) generated by 
U and Df,f € >1(D). Note that UDa(j) = DjU so that 21q is commutative if and only if 
a (and hence 9) is the identity. Further, we remark that every conformal bijection of D has 
the form v'(^) = /iVa(-) where ^ G C ImI = 1, and ipai^) = ^ D). We classify these 
according to their fixed points as hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic [Bur]. In the hyperbolic 
case, : D —+ D has two distinct fixed points which lie on dD. If tpa is parabolic, it has 
a unique fixed point lying in dD. In the elliptic case, ^Pa has one fixed point in D (and one 
outside D). By Corollary 4.3.4, the study of 21q can be reduced to three specific cases. 
Example 4.1.5. For / € >l(D) and a as in Example 4.1.4, the composition operator C^-i and 
the Toeplitz operator Tj on fl'^(D) satisfy C^-\Ta(f) = T/C^-I. We define BQ to be the norm 
closed subalgebra of generated by C^-\ and Tj (/ 6 >1(D)) where a{J){z) = /((^(s)). 
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Note that if p is the contractive representation of >l(D) on H^{D) given by p{f)  = T/, then 
[p,C^-\) is an isometric covariant representation of (>1(D),Q:). 
Remark 4.1.6. Unlike covariant representations of C'-algebras, there are isometric covariant 
representations (/>, V) satisfying Vp{a{f)) = p{f)V but not p{a{f))V' = V'p{f). (Exam­
ples 4.1.2, 4.1.4, and 4.1.5 satisfy both conditions). Examples 4.1.7 and 4.1.8 are such isometric 
covariant representations. 
Example 4.1.7. Let a be an elliptic automorphism of .4(D). That is, a{f){z)  = f{f iz)  for 
some |/x| = 1. Let p be the contractive (unital) representation of >l(D) on £^(C) given by 
where 2 denotes the function f{z)  = s and V the unilateral shift. Then 
^(•^)^(?0,?l,f2, —) = P(^)(0,^O)6> —) 
= ^p(Q!(^)))(^O,^i,?2,—)-
It follows that Vp{a{q{z)))  = p{q{z))V for all polynomials q{z) .  However, 
V'>(^)(^0,^1,?2,..-) = V^'(0,//^o,M'6,M^^2,...) 
= "•) 
while 
/»(aW)^*(^0,6,?2,.-) = />(«i(2))(ei,?2,e3,...) 
so that V'p[z)  ^  p{a{z))V.  
Example 4.1.8. Let a be the automorphism of Example 4.1.7. Let Eij denote the 4x4 matrix 
with {i,j) entry 1 and all other entries 0. Let p be the contractive representation of >4(D) on C* 
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determined by the contraction £"4,3. Define a contraction V = £"44. If q(z)  is any polynomial, 
g(z) = Co + aiz + ... + then p(q(z)) = p(aQ + aiz) = cq/ + ai£'4,3 since p(z)^ = 0. Note 
also that  p(a(q(z)))  = p(ao + aif iz) .  Hence,  Vp(a(q(z)))  = £4^1 •  (oo/+ ai /xE4,3)  = ao-£ '4 , i  = 
(aol + aiF4,3) • £•4,1- However, V'p(z) = £1,4 • £4,3 = £1.3 and p(a(z))V' = /zJS'4,3 • £1,4 = 0. 
Consider an automorphism a of C(T) given by composition with the restricted Mobius 
transformation <^|T. If denotes the Kronecker delta on Z, the algebra £^(Z,C(T),a) consists 
of all formal sums fn with /„ 6 CCT), X^oo ll/nll < adjoint and multiplication 
can be defined (on simple tensors) by (6n <S> / ) '  = ^-n <2> and (5„ ® /)(^m ® ff) = 
fa"  (g) .  
A multiplication could also be defined by letting Z act on the left side by = 
<^n+m ® If the Banach space £^(Z,C(T),a) is provided with this alternate mul­
tiplication, and the adjoint is left unchanged, we obtain a new Banach algebra denoted 
i^(Z,C{T],a)°^. The Banach algebras £^(Z,C(T),a) and £^{Z,C{T),a)°^ are isomorphic 
Define the Banach algebra £^(Z"'",>l(D), a) to be the subalgebra of £'(Z,C(T),Q;)°P con­
sisting of elements of the form F = fn with /n 6 .A(D) and i|F||i = X!„>o ll/nll < oo-
Endow £'(Z+,.4(D),a) with a multiplication (^n ®/)(^m ® 5) — ^n+m ® ^ {.f^g that it is 
a Banach algebra without adjoint. 
If { p ,  V) is a contractive covariant representation of (>1(D), a) on 71,  then T T  : >1(D), Q) 
—¥ B{7i) defined by 
is a contractive representation. Denote this representation by TT = V" x p.  
Proposition 4.1.9. The correspondence (/9, V) V x p is a bijection between the collec­
tion of contractive covariant representations of (>l(D),a:) and contractive representations of 
fi(Z+ >l(D),a). 
Proof .  By the preceding remarks, we need only show that TT, a contractive representation of 
i^(Z'^,A{J]>),a) on gives rise to a contractive covariant pair (p, V) of (>i(D),a) and that 
[Petl] 
n>0 
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TT =  Vxp.  Define a contraction V on 7^ by F = ff{^i®l). Define a (contractive) representation 
p of>l(D) by p{f) = t(5O®/)- Then {p, V) is a contractive covariant representation of (>l(D), a) 
since p{f]V = 7r(<Jo<8)/-<Ji<8> 1) = 7r(Ji®Q;(/)) = 7r(Ji(g)l-^o®Q:(/)) = ^P{oc{f)). Tocomplete 
the proof, note that TT = V x /) on a dense subset of £^(Z'*", >l(D), a) and hence everywhere. • 
Proposition 4.1.10. The Banach algebra £^(Z+,>l(D),a) admits a faithful contractive rep­
resentation. 
Proof .  Let p be the (faithful) contractive representation of >l(D) on L^(T)  given by multipli­
cation. As in Example 4.1.2, {p,Uj^) is a contractive covariant representation of (>i(D),Q). 
Thus, U+xp is a contractive representation of , ACD), a) on I.^(T). Suppose 
(U+ X ^( S„® fn) = 0. Then ^ U!^pifn) = 0 and hence 
n>0 Ti>0 
V ^0 € L^(T). It follows that V A: > 0, /jt • = 0 V ^ L^(T). By the faithfulness of 
With Definition 2.5.4 and Propositions 4.1.9 and 4.1.10 in mind, we define an operator 
enveloping norm on ^^(Z''",.4(D),a). 
Definition 4.1.11. For F e {Ti '^ ,  A{I1>),  a) ,  set 
||F|| = sup{||(l^ X /3)(F)|| : {p,  V)  is a contractive covariant representation of (.4(D), a)} . 
Define the semicrossed product of >1(D) with a, denoted Z"*" Xq >l(D), to be the completion of 
^^(Z'^,.4(D),a) with respect to this norm. 
4.2 Contractive Representations of Z+ Xq >l(D) 
Theorem 4.2.1. The contractive representations of Z"^ Xa .4(D) are in a one-to-one corre­
spondence with pairs  of  contract ions 5  and T sat isfying TS = S(p{T) .  
p, /fc = 0 V A: > 0. Thus, x p is  faithful. • 
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Proof .  Since contractive representations p of >l(D) on K correspond bijectively with contrac­
tions on [Sz-NF], it follows from Proposition 4.1.9 that there is a bijection between the 
contractive representations of and the contractive covariant representations of 
(.4(D), or). Since £^(Z"'',>l(D), a) is dense in Z"*" Xq .4(D), the contractive covariant represen­
tations of (>l(D),a) give rise to all contractive representations of Z"*" Xq >l(D). Conversely, 
all pairs of contractions S and T satisfying TS ~ Sip{T) give rise to a contractive covariant 
representation of (.A(D), a). • 
Corollary 4.2.2. The character space of Z"*" Xq >1(D) is 
M = {(^o.^o) € : |2o| < 1, l^ol < 1 and either = 0 or ip{zo) = ^ o} • 
Proof .  Any character 7 (a contractive representation of Z"*" x,, ^ (D) on Q is determined by a 
pair (-?o,^o) € C? satisfying |2o| < 1, |?o| < 1, and by Theorem 4.2.1. However, 
if and only if ^0 = 0 or Z Q  is a fixed point of <p. •  
Proposition 4.2.3. The semicrossed product Z"*" Xq >1(D) is isomorphic to a non-self-adjoint 
subalgebra of Z Xq C(T). 
Proof .  Since (Z"*", >l(D), a)  can be considered to be a subalgebra of (Z, C(T), a), there exists 
an embedding I of £i(Z+,>l(D), a) intoZXoC(T). If, for F 6 £i(Z+,>l(D), a), ||F|| = ||i(F)||, 
then t can be extended to an isometric isomorphism T: Z"*" Xq -4(0) -)• Z Xq C(T) so that 
£MZ^4(D),Qr) —ZXqC(T) 
si 
Z+XQ>i(D) ——> ZXQC(T) 
T 
commutes. Since every covariant representation (TT, V) of (C(T),a) restricts to a contractive 
covariant representation of (>l(D),a), it follows that ||F|j > ||2(F)||. We show l|j(F)|| > ||F|| 
to complete the proof. If TT is any contractive representation of £^(Z"'",4(D), a) on 71, it is 
determined by two contract ions 5  = 7r(<Ji  ® 1)  and T = 7r(^o ® -)  which sat isfy TS = S(p{T) .  
By Theorem 3.4.10, there exist unitaries U and V on IC D 71 such that VU = U(p{V) and 
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j-n^m _ Pyy^U^\-n V m, n G N. Hence tt can be extended to a contractive Banach *-
representation TT of £^(Z,C(T),ar)'^ on K, by defining 
Remark 4.2.4. Recall that the semicrossed product norm (Definition 4.1.11) was defined by 
taking a supremum over the collection of contractive covariant representations of (v4(D),Q;). 
By Theorem 3.4.10, since each contractive covariant pair can be dilated to a covariant repre­
sentation of (C(T),a) which restricts to an isometric covariant representation of (.4(D), a), we 
could equally well have defined this norm by taking a supremum over the (smaller) collection 
of isometric covariant representations of (>l(D), a). In fact, by Proposition 4.3.1, we could also 
have defined this norm by taking a supremum over the pure isometric covariant representa­
tions of (>i(D),a). Moreover, as Theorem 4.2.6 shows, this norm makes every representation 
of Z+ Xq >1(D) completely contractive. 
Lemma 4.2.5. The C*-envelope of Xo>l(D), C*(Z'*" Xo>l(D)), is isometrically isomorphic 
to Z Xo C(T). 
Proof .  Let 7be as in Proposition 4.2.3. For So®g £ Xq>1(D)), 5o®g is in the C*-algebra 
generated by ?(Z''" XQ>i(D)). Since the trigonometric polynomials are dense in C(T), it follows 
that  the C'-algebra generated by XQ .^^(D))  contains  al l  e lements  of  the form (JQ ® f ,  
f e C(T). Thus, ((Jo®/)(<^n®l) = ^ n®f is in the C-algebra generated byT(Z"^XQ.>l(D)) for all 
/ € C(T), n G Z so this algebra contains the closure of {Z, C{T), a)°^ in the operator norm. 
Note that the closure of £^{Z,C{T),a)°^ in the operator norm is Z XqC(T) by Definition 2.5.4. 
Since T(Z+Xq >1(D))-f-T(Z"''Xa^(D))* is dense in Z XQC(T),an application of Theorem 2.3.5 
completes the proof. • 
Theorem 4.2.6. Every contractive representation of Z"*" XQ  >1(D) is completely contractive. 
Proof .  By Theorem 3.5.9, a contractive representation p of Z+ Xq -4(D) on % is completely 
contract ive if  and only i f  there  exis ts  a  t r iple  ( /C,  TT,  X) where TT is  a  ^ - representat ion of  C'{Z'^Xa 
Hence 1|F|| < ||i(F)||. • 
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>l(D)) =  Z  X A  C(T) on F C  and an isoraetry X  • .  H  T C  such that p { F )  =  X ' K { F ) X  V F 6 
Z"*" Xo A{D). However, each contractive representation p of Z"*" Xo >l(D) on % is completely 
determined by a pair of contractions 5 and T satisfying TS = S(p{T). Let U and V be the 
pair of unitaries on K, generated by Theorem 3.4.10 and take X ^ K, to HE the inclusion 
map. Define then TT on a dense subset of Z Xq C(T) by 
»(f; =f;£r/„(n. 
V-oo / —oo 
• 
Corollary 4.2.7. Every contractive Hilbert module over Z"^ Xaw4(D) has a Shilov resolution. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.5.9. • 
4.3 Concrete Representations 
In this section, we investigate the relationship between Z"'" XQ  >1(D) and the two concrete 
representations given in Examples 4.1.4 and 4.1.5. It will be shown tha*. S"*" >1(D) is 
completely isometrically isomorphic to SIq. For or elliptic and similar to an irrational rotation 
via conjugal^ion, it also follows that Z""" Xo>t(D) is completely isometrically isomorphic to 
Proposition 4.3.1. Z"*" x^ >l(D) is completely isometrically isomorphic to 21q. 
Proof .  Let 
7r:Zx^C(T)->B ^0l2(T)j 
be defined on the dense subset £'(Z,C(T),a) by 
OO 00 
—oo —oo 
where U  is the bilateral shift and 
By [Pedl, 7.7.5], I T  is an isometry since p { f )  - ^ = / - ^ (^ € i^(T)) is a faithful representation 
of >1(D) on L^(T). In fact, TT is completely isometric as it is a *-homomorphism [Pau, p. 28]. 
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Hence 5r = 7r|z+x„^(D) is completely isometric. Note that the subspace 0~ Z>^(T) is invariant 
under 5r(Z''" Xo ^(D)) so that .-f-
5f:Z+x„>l(D)-^B^0L2(T)j 
defined on a dense subset by 
TT ( ® /„ I = TT I J] 0 /„ 
© L2(T) 
0 
^n>0 / \ n>0 
is clearly completely contractive onto its range SIq. It is completely isometric if the induced 
map TTJT : (Z"*" Xq >1(D)) ig) Mfc(C) -4 21^ ® Mjt(C) is isometric for aJl A: > 1. Let F = {Fij) 6 
(Z""" Xq ^(D)) ® MkiQ. We show that 
l|5f(i^)il = ll(5i=(i=;i))ll = (''"(•^y)) I * /oo \ 
Define 
U = (?Jt)r=-oo 6 0 L^(T): = 0 for fc < - AT . 
Then each £^('L^(T)) is invariant under 7r(Z+Xa^(D)) and IJ £^(L^(T)) is dense in 0 L^(T). 
N>0 —oo 
f e  '  k  o o  
Furthermore, U 0^^(i^^(T)) is deftse in 0(0 £^(T)). It follows that 
N>Q 1 1 -oo 
ll(^(^i))ll = sup sup ||(5f(i^j)K|| 
N>0 k 
~ «6©^W(^'{T)) 
' ll?ll=l 
= sup sup ||(ff(isi))?c/|| 
A^>0 fc 
~ €€©<5,(i:'(T)) 
' II€II=1 
where = (t/%, U^^k), U is the bilateral shift, and Thus, 
{w{FiM = ^sup ll(?(Fo))r,|| 
l€®^g(L^(T)) 
'llrilNl 
©(©i^(T)) 
1 0 
• 
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Lemma 4.3.2. [HPW, Lemma 10] Let (p  and tp  be conformal bijections of D. Let a and (3  be 
automorphisms of w4(D) given by a(/) = / o 9? and /?(/) = / o otporfj. Let $ : 21^ 21^ 
be defined on a dense subalgebra by 
Then $ is an isometric isomorphism on the subalgebra, and hence extends to an isometric 
isomorphism of 2la onto 21^3. 
By an appropriate choice of a conformal map rp, Lemma 4.3.2 allows us to reduce the study 
of 2lo, in some sense, to three specific cases according to the conjugacy class of a. When or is 
hyperbolic, we can assume fixes 1 and —1. When a is parabolic, we can assume fixes 1 
and when a is elliptic we can assume v? fixes 0. 
Proposition 4.3.3. Let Di = {(0,1212:3) : x^+xl < l} ,D2 = {(xi, 1,X3) : Xj + < l} , D3 = 
{(xi, -1,13) : xf + 13 < 1}, and P = {(xi, X2, X3) : Xi = X2+ x§,x| + x§ < l}. Let M de­
note the character space of 21q with the wk-* topology. Then, with the relative topology from 
(i) = Di U D2 if a is parabolic. 
(ii) = Di U D2 U Da if Of is hyperbolic. 
(iii) = Di U P if a is elliptic. 
Proof .  We prove only the parabolic case (i) where 1 is the unique fixed point under 9. .A.rgu-
ments for cases (ii) and (iii) are similar. Recall that 
M : (z| < 1, j^( < 1, and either ^ = 0 or (p(z)  = z| 
where 7;^' is defined on a dense subset of 2lo by 
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. 
Let $ : Di U D2 -M be defined by 
(0, X2, X3) •-»• tIJ+ixs for (0' 3^2,3:3) € Di 
(Xl, 1, X3) 1-^ g 
It is easy to check that $ is a well-defined bijection. Since M with the wk-* topology is 
compact HausdorfF and Di U D2 with the relative topology is also compact HausdorfF, we need 
only show that $ is continuous. Suppose then that Xq —)• y in Di U D2. W.l.o.g., assume that 
all the Xq'S are in one oFDi or D2. IF the x^'s are all in Di, then y € Di and by the continuity 
of/o, 
4.(x„) 
= /o((Xa)2 + l(x<i)3) 
-> fo (y2 + lya) 
= *(y) . 
On the other hand, iF the Xo's are all in D2, then y G D2 and 
$(x„) 
n 
= 5^/7(1) ((*c»)l + ^ "(Xo)3)-' 
j=0 
n 
(yi+ «y3)-' 
j=0 
showing that $ is continuous. • 
Corollary 4.3.4. IF or and /3 belong to difFerent conjugacy classes (i.e., elliptic, parabolic, and 
hyperbolic), then the algebras 2lo and Bq, and hence Z+ Xq >i(D) and Z+ X/j -4(D), are not 
isomorphic. 
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Proof .  When a is elliptic and /3 is either parabolic or hyperbolic, it is known that 2ta is not 
isomorphic to 21/3- This follows since the (Jacobson) radical in the elliptic case is {0} whereas 
in the other cases the radical is the nontrivial set of quasinilpotents (Theorems 11 and 12 of 
[HPW]). For a parabolic and 13 hyperbolic, consider the character spaces Ma and Mp (under 
the wk-* topology) of 21q and Ql/j respectively. By Proposition 4.3.3, Ma and Mp are not 
homeomorphic. Hence 21q and 21/? are not isomorphic; for if such an isomorphism F existed, it 
would induce a homeomorphism r of the character spaces defined by T{-f){F) = 7(F(F)). • 
Corollary 4.2.2 is but one example of the usefulness of the characterization of the contractive 
representions of Z"^ Xq >l(D) given in Theorem 4.2.1. We give now a direct proof, using 
Proposition 4.3.1, to this corollary. The technique is not new; it is similar to that found in 
Hoover [Hoo]. First a lemma is stated that will also be used in the characterization of the 
maximal ideals of Z"*" Xq >1(D). 
CO 
To each F € 21q we may associate a unique Fourier series, F ~ JZ We denote by 
n=0 
~ n { F )  the nth Fourier coefficient of F .  Some useful properties of these Fourier coefficients are 
listed in Lemma 4.3.5. 
Lemma 4.3.5. [HPW] For w = 0, 1, 2,..., there is a linear mapping 7r„ : 121q >l(D) satisfy­
ing 
CO lkn(F)|l < ||F|i, forF€2l,. 
(ii) 7ro(FG) = MF)MG) for F,G 6 2l„. 
/„ 0 < n < iV 
. 
0 n> N 
(iv) 7r„ ( F )  =  0 V n > 0 = i ^ F  =  0 .  
(V) ;r„(FG) = ELo"*^('^n-fc(F))7rfc(G) V F,G G 21^. 
Let M  denote the character space of Sl^. For z 6 O, the maximal ideal space of >t(D), we 
define the fibres of M over z by 
M ,  =  { y e M :  7 ( D f )  =  7 r o ( £ l / ) ( z )  V  /  €  > 1 ( D ) }  .  
(Hi) f  E 
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Note that if 7!°^ : 52la -)• C is defined by 7i°'(F) = for z € D then 7!°^ is a character 
by Lemma 4.3.5.  Furthermore, 7!°' 6 M z  so that M s  ^ 0-
Proposition 4.3.6. If 2 € D is not a fixed point of (p  then Mz = {72}-
Proof .  If 2 is not a fixed point of ^p,  then 3 / e >1(D) such that /{ ipiz))  ^ /(s). But, for 
7  ^  M z ,  
0 = flDfU — UDfoip) 
= 7{Df) 'r iU)- j iU)j{Djo^)  
= ymm-fivi ' ))]-
Hence, -y iU)  = 0 (or  y  £  Mz and so 7 = 7!°' on elements of the form 53r=o ^ '^/i which are 
dense in 21q. • 
We now investigate the structure of the fibre(s) Mz^ where rg's a fixed point of ip. For 
any 0 < z < n, /,• € >1(D), note that 
l/.(^o)| < ll/.ll 
< 
j=0 
i=0 
So, if 1^01 < 1. 
E/.(--o)^o 
1=0 
S E 
t=0 j=Q 
l^ol' 
J=0 l - N "  
Hence, the map 720°^ : 21^ C defined by 
.i=o 
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is a bounded linear functionai which by density extends to all of 2la. This extension, is 
multiplicative since zq is a fixed point of ip and 
Tg"l(£/'£>A£/'Dy,) = 
= /l(2ij)A(v'(2o))«„'+' 
= Ai-oKo • /i(^)^0 
Let A denote the dense subalgebra of 21q consisting of sums of the form T,7=oU'Df, ifi € 
> t ( D ) ) .  D e f i n e  :  A > t ( D )  b y  
so that p-o is clearly an algebra homomorphism. We seek to extend pz^ to a continuous 
homomorphism on 21q. 
Suppose {7n}^o ^ -^20 fn 1 ^  M \vi the wk-* topology. Then 7(1?/) = 
limn^oo ln{Df) = lim„_yoo/(^o) = fi^o) for all / 6 >t(D). Thus, is closed in M and 
hence, since M is wk-* compact, Mzg is wk-* compact. The map $ : tW —> C defined by 
7 !-->• j(i^) is clearly continuous. Hence. = {7(C/) : 7 € A^zo} is compact in C since 
M z o  is wk-* compact. Since D C { j ( l 7 )  :  7 6 M Z Q}, we have that V ^ € T,3 71^' 6 M z g  such 
that Hence, V |^i < 1 
n 
1=0 
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and 
Ec'o/. 
vi=0 
sup 
iei<i <i=0 
< sup ||7gJ 
Iei<i 
tlu'Du 
:=0 
t=0 
since is a character forcing UtIo'II = 1 for 1^1 < 1- By density, p-,, can be extended to a 
continuous algebra homomorphism on 21q. That pz^ is onto follows since if g 6 -4(D), then 
g{U) € 2lo and PzoisiU)) = g. We summarize the above arguments in Proposition 4.3.7. 
Proposition 4.3.7. There exists a bounded algebra homomorphism p of 21q onto >l(D) such 
that 7 € MZQ if and only if 3 ^ 6 D such that 7(F) = p(F)(^) V F € 21,,. 
Propositions 4.3.6 and 4.3.7 combine to give an alternate proof of Corollary 4.2.2. This 
alternate method of computation will be used later in the characterization of the maximal ideal 
space of . 
Let us now reconsider the algebra defined in Example 4.1.5. In what follows we discuss 
the isomorphism question regarding Z"*" Xq>1(1D) and in the case where a is elliptic. Recall 
that we can assume that a{f)(z) = f{p.z) where |/i| = 1. 
Proposition 4.3.8. If a is elliptic and conjugate to a nonperiodic rotation, then 21q is com­
pletely isometrically isomorphic to Q5q. 
Proof .  Recall from Example 2.5.5 that the irrational rotation algebra can be realized as Z 
C(T) or as the C"-algebra of operators on B{L^{T)) generated by the composition operator 
C\-i  (where ip{z)  = f iz )  and mult ipl icat ion operators  Mj ( /  6  C(T)) .  Since ,  A(D),  a)  
can be isometrically embedded in f^(Z,C(T), a), it follows that p : 521^ —)• Z x^ C(T) defined 
on a dense subset by 
/ /V \  N 
^n=0 n=0 
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is an isometric representation on Z»^(T). Let P[{2 : SIq —f B { H ^ { D ) )  be given by P F P ^ F )  = 
/)(F) | /^(D)- Then P J J I  is  a  contractive representation of Sl^ onto To show that  P F P  
is isometric, we show ||/>(F)|| = ||p(F)|^(d)|| V F 6 2la. This follows as in the proof of 
Proposition 4.3.1. 
The fact that P F P  is an isometry implies that P ' J ^  is a contractive representation. We show 
that both PIFI and P'^2 S''"® completely contractive. 
First, note that by Proposition 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.2.5, C''(2la) = Z C(T). Let rr be 
a C-representat ion of  C(21q )  on L^(T) def ined by n-(C/)  =  C^-i  and 7r(Z)/)  =  Mj where U 
is the bilateral shift on and —) = (—, /?o, «(/)6i •••)• 
Let A' : iir^(D) —)• Z/^(T) be inclusion. Then P F F I { F )  = X ' T 7 { F ) X  V F € 21q, and P F P  is 
completely contractive by Theorem 3.5.9. 
By the above comments and Lemma 4.2.5, C*(®Q) =  Z  X Q  C(T). Let TT' be a C -
representation of C*(®o) on defined by 7r'(C^-i) = U and = Dj where 
U and Dj are as above. Let X : ©~I,^(T) -)• 0f?ooI.^(T) be inclusion. Then p^^F) = 
X'ii'{F)X V F 6 55q and pjf\ is also completely contractive. • 
When a is elliptic and periodic we can construct a contractive, but not faithful, represen­
tation of 51Q onto Q5Q. 
Proposition 4.3.9. TT : 21Q *8Q determined hy U C^-i  and D/ i-)- T/ is a contractive, 
surjective homomorphism. 
Proof .  The result follows by Proposition 4.3.1 and the fact that a contractive representation of 
Z'* 'Xo>l(D) is  completely determined by two contract ions 5  and T sat isfying TS = S(p(T) .  •  
Remark 4.3.10. Proposition 4.3.9 shows that algebraically 121Q/ ker TT = Q5Q. However, ker TT ^ 
(0). For example, if / 6 ^(D) then 0 = C^-iTj + = n{UDj + This 
algebraic isomorphism explains the disparity in the character spaces of 52la and SS,, when a is 
periodic [Hoo]. 
Example 4.3.11. There is a class of representations of 21q that exhibit the "lower triangu­
larity" of the algebra. By Lemma 4.3.5, it is easy to show that V n > 0 and z € D, the 
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map 
' MFUz) 
«•,(F)(2) a()ro(F))(2) 
F I—»• 7R2(F)(2) A(FFI(F))(R) A^{TQ{F)){2) 
^irn-i{F){z) o(7r„_2(F))(z)  a^(ff„_3(F))(2:)  . . .  or" ^(ffo(F))(r)  
is a contractive representation of 21a on C". Similarly, for all n > 0, the map 
/ 
MF) 
n{F) a(7ro(F)) 
7r2(F) a(7ri(F)) a2(n-o(F)) 
^ 7r„_i(F) a(7r„_2(F)) a^{Trn-3{F)) a ,n -'(T0(f)) 7 
is a contractive representation on ©q ^Z/^(T). 
4.4 The Maximal Ideal Space of Z+ Xa .4(D) 
In this section we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal 
ideals of 21q and the kernels of the characters on 21q except in the case where a is elliptic and 
periodic. We use an ergodic argument for the nonperiodic elliptic case and a spectral argument 
for the hyperbolic and parabolic cases. We then characterize the maximal ideal space in the 
case where a is periodic using the fact that MK{C} is simple. 
Recall from Corollary 4.2.2 that the maps 7!^^ : 21q —>• C (where |2| < 1, |^| < 1, and 
v(::) = r if ^ 7^ 0) defined on a dense subset by 
are the characters of 21q. 
Consider the case where a is either parabolic or hyperbolic. We show by way of contradic­
tion that every maximal ideal M in 51q contains the commutator ideal, denoted C, and hence 
is of codimension one. 
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Lemma 4.4.1. If 5 is a (unital) Banach algebra and M is a maximal ideal in B not containing 
the commutator ideal C, then B = M •]rC. 
Proof. By the maximality of Af, we can find 6o = mo + cq G {M + C) D {6 6 : ||6 — 1|| < 
where mo e M and cq € C. Since bo is invertible, 1 = + b^^co ^ M + C and hence 
B  =  M + C .  •  
Theorem 4.4.2. Let a be parabolic or hyperbolic. The maximal ideals of 21q are precisely 
the kernels of its characters. 
Proof. We show that any maximal ideal contains the commutator ideal. Suppose it does 
not. By Lemma 4.4.1, there exists F E M. and C € C such that Dy = F + C. Since 
7i°'(C) = 0 it follows that 7i°'(F) = 1 V r € D. Write F = Di + G so that Tro{G) = 0 and 
;r„(F) = 7r„(G) for n > 1. Let zo be a fixed point of (p. Since = 0 it follows that 
7(«'(F) = = 1 V ^ 6 iSi. Hence, 'rS\F - Di) = E 'r„(F)(zo)r = 0 V ^ € D. Thus, 
n=l  
7r„(F)(ro) = 0 for n > 1, and so 7ro(G) = 0 and 7r„(G)(zo) = 0 for n > 1. From Theorem 
12  of  [HPW],  the  Jacobson  rad ica l  i s  Rad(2 lQ)  =  (F  6  2la  ;  7ro(F)  =  0  and  7rn(F)(zo)  =  0 
for ipizo) = ^o}; that is, the set of quasinilpotents. Hence, G G Rad(2lQ). We conclude that 
sp{G) = {0} so that sp{F) = sp{Di 4-(3) = {1} by the spectral mapping theorem. But then 
F € M is invertible, contradicting the maximality of M. • 
We now consider the case where a is elliptic. Recall that we are assuming w.l.o.g. that 
a{f) = f o(p where (p{z) = fiz for some |/z| = 1. The structure of is closely tied to whether 
/i is a root of unity or not. Lemma 4.4.3 holds for any automorphism a of ^(D). 
Lemma 4.4.3. The map d : 21q —> 21q defined on a dense subset by 
\ 1=0 / i=0 
is an isometric automorphism. 
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Proof. Since a is a homomorphism, it is easy to see that d is as well since 
m+n i 
= EE 
i=o j=o 
By using the representation IIz of elements in Z""" Xq C(T) given in Peters [Pet2], 
\ i=0  > 
n 
= Ef'"'°o(«.) 
i=0 
= sup 
=6T 
Z+XaC(T) 
n. 
.1=0 BCe?" ^^(T)) 
= sup sup II (Q;(5o)(-)^o,Q:(5i)(2)?o + a^(5o)(^)6,-)l|mco r2fi-, 
z6T ||f||=l ||®0 -LID imi= 
«e©s° L^m 
= sup sup ||(5o(2)fo,^i(2:Ko + a(5o)(^)?i,-)llffi~L2(T) 
-'6T 11^11=1 ^ ' 
€e©S° 
The last equality holds since any conformal bijection c p o f D  maps T onto itself in a one-to-one 
fashion and so 
sup sup II (a(ffo)(-)^o,a(5i)(2)6 + a (ffo)(-)6.-
:6T ||«||=1 
«6es° £-'(T) 
l©r 
= sup sup ||Qr(ffo)(^)6||£2(T) + II a;(ffi)(^Ko + a2(5o)(s)6 || ^ fx) + -
=6T 11^11=1 1)1' Ui. (1) 
^6©S°i'(T) 
= sup sup l|go(-Kolli2m+ll3i(-Ko + o:(go)(s)6|li2(x)+-
z6T m\=i 
€6®o~ 
= sup sup ||(5o(-)^o,firi(2)^o + Q;(5o)(-)?i,-)ll®»L2m 
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Hence, 
a Ef'o,. 
.«=0 
= sup 
seT u=0 Bie^LHT)) 
i=0 
n 
Y^v'D,, 
t=0 
Z+XaC(T) 
Z+Xa>t(D) 
Thus, a is isometric on a dense subset of 21q. That a is one-to-one and onto is also clear since 
Q is invertible. • 
K - i  
If // is a A'th root of unity, define #:2la 21q by F ^ ® (^)- Note that # 
Jt=o 
is d-invariant. As in [Pet2, V.8] we can define a map # with similar properties when a is 
n o n p e r i o d i c .  F o r  /  6  > 1 ( D ) ,  n o t e  t h a t  l / ( n  +  l )  c o n v e r g e s  u n i f o r m l y  t o  J j f d T n { z ) .  
For n > 0, define Q n  on QIq by Q n { F )  =  Since d is isometric, each Q„ is a 
contraction. Moreover, if F = Y^^QU^D/,, then {Qn(^)}^o converges in Qlo. This follows 
since 
Q,(F) =0„ fEf D/,) EE...*(/,) 
\ t=0 / 1=0 
so that 
HQ 
We define 
iV Af n -
„ ( F )  < EllrrrS"''-'''" / »• 
1=0 1=0 jk=0 
#(F) = '• ' 'DLRU"!') = E 
i=0 t=0 
since each /, 6 >l(D). We then extend the definition of # to all of 21q. Let F 6 21q and e > 0 
be given. Find G = such that ||F — G|| < Then, by the above argument, find 
M > 0 so that n > M implies \\Qn{G) — #(G)|| < f. It follows that 
||Q„(F) - #(G)|| < W Q n i F  - G ) \ \  +  ||g„(G) - #(G)|| < (4.2) 
So, if n , m >  M  then ||Q„(F) -Qm(^)|| < c and {Qn(.f')}S!Lo's Cauchy in 2lo. Also, by (4.2), 
since d(#(G)) = #(G), ||Qn(F) - q''(Q„(F))1| < e V fc > 0 and n> M. So, Qn{F) converges 
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to an a-invariant element in 21q. We define to be this element. In either case, define 2lo 
to be the closed subalgebra of SIq generated by {U, Df.f'xs a-invariant}. 
Proposition 4.4.4. If a is nonperiodic, then 2lo is the subalgebra of 21^ generated by {UiDi}. 
Furthermore, # is a linear projection onto the maximal abelian subalgebra 2lo of 21q. 
Proof. The map # is clearly linear as a is. Also, # is continuous as d is and #^(F) = #(F) 
since #(F) is invariant under d. That 2lo C #(2la) is clear. If F € #(2lcr), F = #(G) for some 
G e 2la so that F is a limit of elements of the form where each gi is or-invariant. 
Hence #(2la) = 2lo- Let F = U'Df^ € SIq. Then by a-invariance /,• • \) = /,- {\) "ike 
i=0 
N, 0 < 2 < R, so that each /,• € >1(D), the nonperiodicity of a, and the ergodic theorem 
(Theorem 2.6.3) gives /,• = /, (0) on D and hence D. We need only show 2lo is a maximal abelian 
OO 
subalgebra of 21q. By definition, Qlo is commutative. Suppose that F € 2la, F ~ 
n=0 
commutes with 2lo. Then F U  =  U F  and a(/n) =  f n ^  n  >  0 .  Each /„ is then constant by the 
nonperiodicity of a. • 
Proposition 4.4.5. If 72. is a closed, d-invariant ideal in 21q, then #(72) is a closed ideal in 
Qlo and moreover #(72) = 72. H 2lo. 
Proof. It is a routine exercise to show that #(72) is an ideal in SIq. If F 6 72^, then #(F) G 72 
since 72 is closed and d-invariant. So, #(72) C 72 n SIq. But, # is a projection so that 
72 n2lo C #(72). 72 and 2lo closed then yield #(72) closed. • 
The characters of 2lo, which are easy to compute, will be used to characterize the maximal 
ideals in Since 2lo is a commutative Banach algebra, its maximal ideal space corresponds 
in a one-to-one fashion with the kernels of its characters (Theorem 2.2.3). If a- is nonperiodic, 
then Qlo = yl(D) (given by i-> s) and its characters are determined hy U ^ E D. Denote 
these by If a is periodic with period A", there are more characters. In fact, if we denote 
by the map determined by C/ ^ and D, i-)- ro, the maximal ideal space of 2lo can 
be computed as the characters of 21q were using the technique found in Propositions 4.3.6 
and 4.3.7. If 
ip = min : e'® = /I*", 0 < A: < A' - 1, 0 < 5 < 27r|, 
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then 
is the set of characters on SIq. 
As in [Pet2, V.9], for an ideal I C 2lo define 
i = {F € 521^ : #(ff a"(F)G) € J V G € 2lo, n > 0}. 
Using # we can then construct a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal ideals in 2lo 
and the maximal d-invariant ideals in SIq. 
Proposition 4.4.6. If I is a closed ideal in SIq, j is a closed d-invariant ideal in QIq. Moreover, 
i is the unique maximal element of the set {^J : is an d-invariant ideal in SIq, #(^7) Q I}-
Proof. If F € i and J e 21^, then FJ 6 I since i^{Ha''{FJ)G) = #(i?d"(F)(d"(J)G)) € 
IV n > 0 and H,G € 21q. Similarly, JF € I- The continuity of # shows that I is closed if I is. 
Further, I is d-invariant since if F £1, then i^{Hdc{di^{F))G) = ^ 5^(ifd"+^(F)G) € X V n > 0 
and H,G £ QIq. Let TZ be any d-invariant ideal such that #{TZ) CI. If F 6 7^, then 
HQ"{F)G E TZ n >0 and if, G € 21Q SO that #(ifQ;"(F)G) € #(7^) C I and hence 
nci. • 
Proposition 4.4.7. (i) If MQ C iZlo is a maximal ideal, then MQ C 21q is a maximal d-
invariant ideal in 21q. 
(ii) If TZ is a maximal d-invariant ideal, then #('7^) C 2lo is a maximal ideal. Furthermore, 
7e = #(^. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.4.6, MQ closed implies MQ is a maximal ideal such that #(-Mo) C MQ. 
But, MQ C #[MQ) by d-invariance of 2lo so that #(A^o) = MQ and MQ is proper in 2la. 
Let TZ D MQ be a closed d-invariant ideal in SIQ. If #(7Z) = 2lo, then 7^ n 2lo = 2lo by 
Proposition 4.4.5 and thus Di € 7Z, a clear contradiction. Hence, #(72.) is a proper ideal in QIq. 
Now, #(7Z) D #(MQ) = MQ SO maximality of MO shows that #(72) = MQ and by uniqueness 
of Proposition 4.4.6, 7Z = MQ. Hence MQ is a maximal d-invariant ideal in QIq and (i) follows. 
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If F € 7^, then #(i?d"(F)G) = #(#(fl'd"(F)G)) C #(7^) V n > 0 and i?, G 6 2l„ since 
U is an d-invariant ideal. Hence, F 6 #(^)- H a maximal d-invariant ideal gives H = #(7^) 
by Proposition 4.4.6. 
Let MQ D #(^) be a majcimal ideal in %). By (i), MQ is a maximal d-invariant ideal in 
SIq. Since MQ D #(^) = ^  by the above paragraph, we have that TZ = MQ by maximality of 
U. Thus, MQ = #(Alo) = #(7^) is maximal in 2lo. • 
Having constructed a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal d-invariant ideals 
in and the maximal ideals in SIq. We now characterize the maximal ideals in 21q that are 
d-invariant and those that are not. 
Let M  h e  a .  maximal ideal in 21q. Let ( U )  denote the closed ideal in SIq generated by U .  
Then, M -{U) C a{M). Furthermore, dt{M) maximal implies a{M) is prime (Theorem 2.2.6) 
s o  t h a t  e i t h e r  { U )  C  d ( j M )  o r  C  d { M ) .  
Theorem 4.4.8. If a is nonperiodic, the maximal ideal space of 21q is precisely the space of 
characters. 
Proof. Let M be maximal in Sl^. If C a{M) then M = dc{M). Thus, M is d-invariant 
and by Proposition 4.4.7, 
M = Sm) = {F e 2l„ : #(fl'd"(F)G) e ker7 V n > 0 and G € 21^} 
for some 7 a character on QIQ. TO show that M = ker7o^' some ^ 6 D, we need only show 
M C ker7o^'. But F~ ^ DF ^  M implies 
n=0 
(00 \ 00 
n=0 / n=0 
for some ^ € D. 
If ( U )  C a ( M ) ,  then by applying it follows that ( U )  C M .  M / { U )  is then a maximal 
ideal in 2lo/(C/). It is not hard to show that (U^) = kerTr,- for all n > 1 where tt,- is the 
projection onto the zth Fourier coefficient. Hence .4(D) = ^ Q/{U) via the map f DF + (U). 
So. M/{U) corresponds to a maximal ideal in .4(D); namely a kernel of point evaluation 
(Example 2.2.4). So, M/{U) = ker7l°^ for some s € D. • 
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We now show that if A has period K, there are maximal ideals in SSq of codimension 1 and 
A'^. Define SR- to be the K x K shift matrix given by 
1 if t — J = 1 mod K 
0 otherwise 
and T { f , n )  to be the K x K diagonaJ matrix given by = f{fi^ ^^o)- For |u;o| < 1 
and l^ol < 1, define p::o,m ' -»• Mk{Q on a dense subset by 
A'L-i K L - i  
Y. <S'KT{h,n) 
t=Q f=0 
Lemma 4.4.9. If |^o( ^ l^^'ol < 1, then Pzo,tuo is a contractive representation. 
Proof. This follows by Theorem 4.2.1 since Pzo,wo is determined by two contractions Sfc and 
T{z,n) satisfying T{z, (1)5^ = HSKT{Z, fi). • 
Once again the characterization of the contractive representations of Z"*" x,, >t(D) is used. 
In fact, a direct proof of the Lemma 4.4.9 is possible but quite a bit more complicated. We 
present such a direct proof in the following four lemmas. 
Lemma 4.4.10. For |wo| = 1, define on a dense subset of SIq by 
\n=0 / n=0 
Then is isometric and hence extends to an isometric automorphism ofSlo. 
Proof. Define a Hilbert space isomorphism Au,,, on 0^o by {^n}^o ^ {^o^n}^o- Let 
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F = EL)C^f/n-Then 
l|r„(P)f= sup 
IKI(=i 
€6 © L'(T) 
= sup ll/o^olP + IIQ^C/o)^! + /iw-'o^olp + i|Q'^(/o)^2 + Oe{fi)wo^i + /zWq^oII^ + .. • 
IICII=1 
C6© L^r) 
nsO 
= sup ll/o^oll^ + ||0'(/o)(^0^l) + + \\0'^ifo)i'^0^2) + O!{fi){wo^i) + /2?o||^ + - • -
ll€ll=l 
c e ©  L H T )  
rtsO 
= sup ||/oAu;o(^)o|P + II<^(/o)Au;o(02 + tt(/l)Au;o(^)l + /oAu,o(^)o|l^ + •.. 
IIAuiq (€)I1=I 
© £.2(T) 
and since is a Hilbert space isomorphism, the last supremum is equal to ||F|(^. Since r, U/Q 
is isometric in a dense subset, it extends to an isometry on 21q. It is easy to see that 'S a 
homomorphism onto and hence an isometric automorphism of 2lo. • 
Lemma 4.4.11. If |u;o| = 1 and |ro| < 1, then Pzq,wo 's contractive if p.^^i is contractive. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4.10, 
/A'L-l  \  /  /A'L-l  \  \  
PzQ,wo E ~ Pso.l ^"'"u'o ^ U^Dij 
f K L - \  
' tVQ E \ e=o 
KL-l 
E f'"/. 
f=0 
• 
Lemma 4.4.12. If jjoi < 1, then is a contractive representation of 21q. 
Proof. That p^^^i is a homomorphism is easy to verify. Consider an element of the form 
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ES"' Then, 
(K L - l  >  E  /=o ; 
= sup 
lklb=i 
^ Y1 /a-/(^o) E fh'l+K-lifiZo) 
1=0 1=0 
E /a'/+I(~O) E fh'dt^^o) 
1=0 1=0 
L - l  L - l  
E /a'/+/v'-1 (-o) E IkI+K-2{ti2o) 
\ 1=0 1=0 
1=0 
E /a7+2(A^^'~^^O) /=0 
E'/A7(/^^'-'^0) 
/=0 
CO ^ 
Ci 
\ / 
A'-l L-l A'-l 
= . S Yl^fKl+k{^^^ '"^'^o)cA-_fc+_,(mod A-) 
Suppose the supremum is achieved at c = (cq,ci,.. .,ca--i). The K functions 
- E E  ( m o d  K )  
/=0 it=0 
{j = 0,1,...,A' — 1) are all analytic on D and continuous on D. Hence, by the maximum 
modulus theorem, V j = 0,1,..., A' — 1, 3 ZQ^ € T such that 
(4.3) 
Let e > 0 be given. By continuity of the square of the absolute value of these K functions at 
= 0,1,..., A' — 1), 3 <5 > 0 such that \z — < S/2 implies 
e 
<K (4.4) 
for J = 0,1 A" — 1. Let e > 0 also be given. Choose /V such that ^ < e. Define ^Ki+j on 
Tby 
Ttfs I -0 I ^ 2 
0 u- - 4''i > 1 
for I = 0,1,... and j  = 0,1,..., A' — 1 except to take = 0 for n = 0 or n > K L  +  K N .  
Then. = /y |^A-,+j(2)|^«iM(^) = ^ ^ for z = 0,1,... and j = 0,1 A' - 1 
^A-.+j(^) = 
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(except, of course |j^„|| = 0 if n = 0 or n > K L  +  K N ) .  It follows that 
by (4-3) 
W ,,, , •ifW 
<5 yiz-zWi<i N 
If JL|f.(^)|2 + _£_ rf»(2) by (4.4) 
S yiz-i^Kf ^ ' KN ^ ^ ' 
L-l A'-l 
EE KN 1=0 k=0 
for i = 0,1,... and j = 0,1,..., A' — 1 and 0 < KL — Kl — k + Ki -{• j < KL + R N. Hence, 
A'-i A:-I N-l 
Y1 X] j=0 j=Q t=0 
L-l A'-l 
E E  1=0 k=0 + e (4.5) 
Now, 
A"-liV-l KL-l A'-l 
j=0 t=0 r=i j=Q 
KL - 1 
N 
<14-6 (4.6) 
K - l  
since ^ < e and ^ \cj\^ = 1. It follows by (4.5) and (4.6) that j=o 
(KL-l N E  /=o y A'-l = E j=0 
< sup 
ll^ll<l+« 
^A*L-1 \ 
E  
< 1=0 / 
(^o,fi,6,---) + i 
Letting i i 0+ and £ | O"*" then gives the result. 
Lemma 4.4.13. If |u;o| < 1 and [iol < 1, then Pzo.wQ is a contractive representation. 
Proof. Let S^- and T { f , f j . )  be the K x K matrices found in the definition of Pzo,wo- Note that 
1=0 > 
= sup 
IHI=1 
llfcll=l 
N 
X^ ioqSX-  T { f i , n ) h , k  
i=o 
N 
T { f i , n ) h o , k Q  
:=0 
for some ||/io|| = 1 = ||A:o||. We define a function g{wo) on D to be this quantity. Then g(wo) 
is analytic on D and by the maximum modulus theorem, l5(iuo)| ^ 15(^^0)1 some Wq € T. 
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Hence, 
< IsK)! 
.«=0 
< sup 
IIAINl 
IIMI=1 
( j 2 i < y s k - T { f i , f i ) h , k \  
 ^1=0 ' 
(N > HV'D,, i=0 > 
< 
N 
^u'D,. 
:=0 
by Lemma 4.4.12. • 
We see that Lemma 4.4.9 now follows from Lemmas 4.4.10, 4.4.11, 4.4.12. and 4.4.13 by a 
direct argument. The effectiveness of Theorem 3.4.10 again becomes clear. 
By the simplicity of Ma-(C) and Lemma 4.4.14, ker/)z(,,u,(, is a maximal ideal in 21^ if # 0 
and WQ 0. 
Lemma 4.4.14. ZQ ^ 0 and WQ ^ 0, then Pzo,wo 's a contractive representation of 2lo onto 
M K { C ) .  
Proof. We need only show that if ro # 0 and WQ 7^ 0, then PZQ.WQ is onto. For 0 < i.j < K — 1. 
define 
AT-l 
1 '=0 . 
F. — i !fhzL 
Jhj\~i K+i-j(mod K) A'-i 
Then, for 0 < /: < K — 1, 
n - -0) /=i 
n — ^0) 
/=0 
1 i^K-i{mod K) 
A.',-u(mod AT) Wn n (m'-o - ^0) /=i 
1 
w, 
A'+:-j(mod K) — Sk,i 
where Sk,i is the Kronecker function (i.e. Sk,i = 1 if A: = z and 0 otherwise). Hence, Pz^.wo is 
onto iV/A-(Q as Eij = • 
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Theorem 4.4.15. If a has period K and is a maximal ideal in 2lo, then M = ker/9io.u,o 
for some ro» f'o 6 D. 
Proof. As in the nonperiodic case, d(M) is maximal and hence prime with either A 4  C  d ( M )  
or ( 0  Q  d ( M ) .  If ( U )  C a ( M ) ,  then since ( i f )  is d-invariant and a is periodic, ( [ / }  C  
D^(M) = M. Thus, M = kerpio.o for some ZQ € D. Suppose then M C d{M) so that 
M  =  d { M ) .  By Proposition 4.4.7, # [ M )  — ker7 for some character 7 on 2lo and hence 
M  =  # { M )  = ker7^^,, for some € D and Zq = re'® where 0 < r < 1, 0 < 0 < 
and i '  = min { 6  :  <  k  <  K  -  I ,  0  <  9  < 2 k } .  Since kerp-^.u^^ is maximal in 2lo, 
we need only show that kerpz^.u/g C M for some ZQ,WQ. But, ker/)-/_^» is d-invariant so that 
/9,/_^/(q;"(F)) = 0 V n > 0 and F 6 ker/3.j,^/. Hence = 0 V n > 0 and 
H.Ge^a yielding yiPi#(HQ''{F)G)) = 0 and FeM. • 
*•0 
4.5 The Strong Radical 
Having computed the maximal ideal space of QIq, we can now compute its strong radical 
and compare it to its Jacobson radical. In this section, a will remain fixed. 
Theorem 4.5.1. Let 2lj and 2I5 denote the Jacobson and strong radicals of 21q respectively. 
(i) if a is parabolic or hyperbolic, %j = 2I5. 
(ii) if a is elliptic and nonperiodic, 2lj C 2I5. 
(iii) if a is elliptic and periodic, = 2I5 = (0). 
Proof. From [HPW],the Jacobson radical is precisely the set of quasinilpotents. If a is parabolic 
or hyperbolic, then 
= {F G 21: 7ro(F) = 0 and 7rn(F)(io) = 0 V n > 1 for zq fixed by a} . 
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Since the maximal ideals are precisely the kernels of the characters in these cases, (i) follows 
as 
2I5 = |f € Sic : F G ker7i°' Vs 6 D and F € ker7^^^ V ^ € D for fixed by a| 
= I F : 7ro(F) = 0 and ^7r„(F)(ro)r = 0 V ^ 6 D 
[  n>l  
= {F : 7ro(F) = 0 and ff„(F)(zo) = 0 V n > 1 for zq fixed by q} 
= 2lj. 
If a is elliptic, 2lj = (0). When a is nonperiodic, 2ls D (0) as C/£>, € 2I5 for example. In fact. 
2I5 = {F : 7ro(F) = 0 and t„(F)(0) = 0 V n > 1} . 
If a is periodic of period K, we show 21-5 = (0) to complete the proof. First, note that the 
Fourier series of F € 21q is Cesaro summable [Pet2]. Hence, 
A'iV-l  ,  /  I 
lim 
;V—»-oo 1=0 \m=0 / 
= 0. 
Let F € 2ls and c > 0 be given. We show that 7ri(F) = 0 V / > 0 so that F = 0. Choose M 
such that if JV > M we have 
A'N-l K N - i  .  / / 
E ^ E I -A'iV , 1=0 \m=0 
E  -  F  
Then. 
(h^-l /=0 
1=0 
- F 
<  e .  
< e 
V ~o. w £ D by Lemma 4.4.9. Since F € 2ls. 
(K J V - l  N  1=0 ! 
In particular, for 0 < A: < A" — 1 we have 
JV-1 
< €. 
S (^ - ''Kl+k{F){zo)w^''^'' 
1=0 ^ ' 
< £ 
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Vzo € D, u; 6 T. Fix lo > 0. Note that 
N- l  
1=0 ^ ' 
dm{w) < € 
Vzo € D. It follows, since Jjz'dm(z} = 0 unless I = —1, that 
1 -
K I Q  k  
KN kft7o+Jk(^')(^o)| / w ^dmiw) I JT  
= I ^ ~ ^Kio+kiF){-o)"^~^dm{w) 
-Klo-k-l dTn( w )  
•" /=0 ^ ^ 
dTn{w)  <  e  
V ro € HJ. Choosing N > M large enough so that < | it follows that |7rA7o+Jk(^)(-^o)l is 
arbitrarily small V zo € D so that Trfcio+k{ F )  = 0 for 0  <  k  <  K  —  I  and hence F = 0. • 
4.6 Shilov Modules for Z"*" x„ ^(D) 
Definition 4.6.1. Let V and FC be contractive Hilbert modules over an operator algebra 
21. A CP. AC)-derivation is a continuous complex linear map D : 21 B(V,IC) such that 
D{FG) = D{F)P-P{G) + PK{F)D{G] for all F,G € 21. 
Lemma 4.6.2. [MS2, Proposition 2.6] Let 
^ M 
be a short exact isometric sequence of contractive Hilbert modules. The representation PM is 
unitarily equivalent to 
F ^ i ^ 
y 0 p v { F )  ^  
for some derivation D. If the only derivation for which this occurs is D = 0 then V is 
orthogonally projective. 
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Example 4.6.3. Let P = AC = C be contractive Hilbert modules over 2lo determined by the 
character 7!°^ Then £? : 21q ^ 5(C) defined by D{FG) = iri{FG){z) is a (T',/C)-derivation 
by Lemma 4.3.5. 
Recall that if'P is a contractive Hilbert module over then S-p = p-piU) and Tv = pv{D:) 
are contractions satisfying the relation T-pS-p = S-p(p{T-p) (Theorem 4.2.1). 
Theorem 4.6.4. Let P be a contractive Hilbert module over 2lo. If S-p = PviU) and T p  —  
pp{Dz) are isometries, then V is orthogonally projective. 
Proof. Let 0 —>• K. —v M —P —> 0 be a short exact isometric sequence of contractive 
Hilbert modules ending at P. Let D be a (P, ^ )-derivation such that pM is unitariiy equivalent 
to the representation p on IC®P given by 
^ PK:[F) D{F) ^ 
/ 0 P T { F )  
By Lemma 4.6.2, we need only show that D = 0 for it to follow that P is orthogonally 
projective. Since P,M, and /C are contractive Hilbert modules and pM is unitariiy equivalent 
to p, it follows that 
^ p^{D,) D(D,) ^ 
V 
and 
^  P K { U )  D { U )  ^  
/ 0 PviD::) 
are contractions. Since Tp is an isometry, 
\ P v { U )  
( \ ^  
' p^(D,) D(£),-) ^ 
0 Tp 
( \ 
* D [ D z ) ' D { D , ) + T : ^ T p  
> ||D(D,)-D(D,) + Ip\\ > 1 
if D(D;) 0. Similarly, 
^  p d U )  D { U )  ^  
\ 0 Sp 
> 1 
if D ( U )  0. Hence, D { D ~ )  = 0 = D { U ) .  Since D is a derivation, DpJ = 0 for all 
polynomials p, and hence D = 0 by continuity. • 
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Corollary 4.6.5. Let T' be a contractive Hilbert module over Z"*" If S-p = pv[U) 
and T-p = pv[D,) are isometries, then V is Shilov, 
Proof. Since V is contractive, it is completely contractive by Theorem 4.2.6. Hence by Propo­
sition 3.5.17, V is Shilov. • 
Theorem 4.6.6. Let be a contractive Hilbert module over Z"*" .4(D) determined by 
S-p = pv{U) and Tp = pp{D~). Then, the following are equivalent; 
(i) Sp and Tp are isometries satisfying TpSp = Spip{Tp). 
(ii) V is an orthogonally projective Hilbert module for Z"*" Xq >l(D). 
(iii) V is a Shilov module for Z"'" x^ >l(D). 
Proof. That (i) => (ii) follows from Theorem 4.6.4 and (ii) (iii) by Corollary 4.6.5. We 
show (iii) => (i). By Lemma 4.2.5 and the fact the V is Shilov, there exists a module M over 
Z XqC(T) such that V is isomorphic to a submodule of M where M is viewed as a module over 
7{Z'^ Xa >t(ID)) and Tis the embedding given in Proposition 4.2.3. We investigate the modules 
M over Z Xq C(T); that is, the C"-representations pM of Z Xq C(T) on M.. But, the C-
representations pM of Z XaC(T) on M correspond bijectively to the covariant representations 
of (C(T),Z, a) on M. These covariant representations of (C(T),Z, or) on M in turn 
correspond to pairs of unitaries V = ^{z) and U on M satisfying VU = U^p{V). Hence, PM 
is determined by two unitaries V = PM{^O ® ^ ) U = PM{^I ® 1) satisfying VU = Uip{V). 
By the structure of the embedding T, pp is determined by two isometries PV{5qQz) = V\p and 
Pp(S\ 0 1) = • 
4.7 An Invariant Subspace Problem 
The characterization of the Shilov modules over Z"^ x^ >1(D) in the previous section is 
far from ideal. Ideally one would like a characterization much like that given by the Wold 
decomposition for the Shilov modules over >t(D). A more limited problem is to classify the 
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subspaces of and L^(T) invariant under Z"'" Xa>l(D). The purpose of this section is to 
do this for the case where the automorphism a is irrational. 
Recall by Proposition 4.3.8 that when a is irrational we have Z"*" >1(D) = Q3q. 
Proposition 4.7.1. The nontrivial invariant subspaces M of H^(D) under So are of the form 
M = for mo € N. 
Proof. Note that is the norm closed subalgebra of B(/f^(D)) generated by the Toeplitz 
operator and composition operator C^. Denote by $5c the strongly closed algebra generated 
by the Toeplitz operator Tz and composition operator Let (0) ^ Al C H^{D) be a closed 
invariant subspace under Sq. Then M is also invariant under To see this, note that if 
/ € M and .4 € ®sci then there exists a sequence C such that ||A„/ — Af\\ ->• 0. 
But, Anf € M for n > 0 and M. closed show that Af € M. 
As in [NRW], we see that contains the projections Pm '• H^{D) —)• defined by 
a„r" for each m € N. It follows that PmM ^ (0) for some m 6 N and hence 
that M  contains z'" for some m € N. Define mo = infmgN £  M } .  Note that 6 M  
and V A: G N by the invariance of M under 2^. Since yW is a closed subspace of 
H'^{D) invariant under T~, it is clear that C M. Let f{z) = Cn-^" € M .  Then 
^fc(/(^)) = 6 yW V fc € N. Hence a^. = 0 for 0 < A: < mo — 1 by the definition of mo 
and f{z) = Er=mo Er=oan+mo-" 6 H^B). Thus M c z^oH^D) and so 
M = z"'°H'^m. • 
Example 4.7.2. For a irrational, consider the Shilov resolution of given by 
0 H^iB) H^B) A qi,o) —> 0 
where = {^ € : ^ (0) = 0} , = ^ (0), and C(._o) is the one dimensional Hilbert 
module C determined by the character That this is a Shilov resolution follows since H^{B) 
is seen to be a Shilov module for by considering Example 2.5.6. Note that $ is a module 
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map smce 
n 
\ 
?(0) 
Since the Hilbert submodules of //'^(D) are of the form ^'^if"(D) and $(r"£f^(D)) = 0 for 
n > 1, it follows that iJ^(D) is strongly minimal for C(i q) by Definition 3.5.10. 
Proposition 4.7,3. Let ^ 6 T be irrational, Mj the multiplication operator on L^{T). and 
the composition operator given by Cfi[f{z)) = f{p.z). Then, there are no nontrival invariant 
subspaces M under the norm closed subalgebra of B{L'^{T)) generated by M;, M~. and Cp,. 
Proof. Suppose M C L^{T) is invariant under the norm closed algebra generated by these 
operators. Then, by Beurling's theory (Theorem 2.1.10), M = xg(z)L^(T) for some Borel set 
B  i n  T .  I f  M  i s  i nva r i an t  unde r  t hen  in  pa r t i cu l a r ,  C P ,  ( \ ; s ( . i )  •  1 )  =  X B { P )  €  , y b ( - ^ ) ^ ^ ( T ) .  
Hence \^B{~) € \b(^)^^(T) and B D ixB. By applying for n > 1, we see that B = 
Un>0 /^" B. The map : T —)• T given by (p{z) = fiz is ergodic by Example 2.6.2. Further. 
^~^{B) = (Un>oM"^) 2 But <f~^ is just a rotation so that (f~^{B) = (B). Hence, 
by Definition 2.6.1, m{B) = 0 or m{B) = 1 and M = (0) ov Ai = L^(T). • 
Remark 4.7.4. If a is irrational and Z"^ Xq C(T) [Petl] is viewed as the norm closed subal­
gebra of B{L^{T)) generated by A-/,. A/;, and Ca, then it has no proper Shilov modules. 
Lemma 4.7.5. The algebra Bjc of Proposition 4.7.1 contains the projection Pm = 
Om-'" V m 6 Z. 
Proof. We first show P_i € ®5c- Define C_t = fiCp, and .4^ = i./kY2j=i ^-i ^ > 1- Let 
5 = |/€i:'(T):^lim(.4i.-P_i)/ = o|. 
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Note that 
lim (Ajk - = lim ^ ) = 0-
k->-co k-i-co \ K j 
Also, if i ^  — 1, then 
lim(/l,-P.>K = ^lim 
= J zUm{z) 
= 0 
by the ergodic theorem. Since 5 is a closed subspace of L^(T) containing -r' V i 6 Z, it follows 
that 5 = L^{f) and P_i € Ssc-
We now show that G ®sc for m  ^ —1. Fix m  ^  — I .  Define Cm = p .~'^Cp. and 
.4it = lA*I3j=i C'm for k > 1. Let 
S = \ f € L ^ { T ) : l i m { A k { I - P - i ) - P m ) f  =  o ] .  ( k-t-co J 
Since m ^ -1. (.4fc(/ - P_i) - Pm)-"* = - r'" = 0. If i = -1 (so that 
I ^ m), then (.4^(7 - P_i) — Pm)~' = 0. If z / —1 and i ^  m, then 
1 
(.4,.(/-P-i)-Pm)--' = 
i=i 
1 
j=i 
[ z'dm(z) 
J T  
= 0 
by the ergodic theorem. Hence, since 5 is a closed subspace of L^(T) containing r' V i € Z. 
5 = Z:'^(T) and 6 as .4fc(/ - P_i) 6 »5c V A- > 1. • 
Proposition 4.7.6. Consider So as an operator algebra on L^(T). The nontrivial invariant 
subspacGs M of L^(T) under ?8a are of the form M = z'"°ff'^(D} for mo £ Z. 
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Proof. Let (0) ^ M C L^{T) be a closed invariant subspace under ®q and Iience under 
Then PmM ^ (0) for some m € Z and M contains z"^ for some m 6 Z. Define 
mo = inf {m 6 Z : z'" 6 Af}. Note that if mo = —oo, then the invariance of M under M; 
yields M = I^(T). If mo -00, we claim that M = The invariance of M under 
M ,  yields C  M .  Let then f { z )  =  ^ Then P k { f { z ) )  =  a k z ' '  €  
M  V  k  e  Z h y  Lemma 4.7..5. But then O k  =  0  for < mo — 1 by the definition of mg. Hence, 
/(-') = On-'" = Er=o"n+«,-'" e o 
4.8 Wold-type Decompositions 
One major goal of this study is to develop a model for the Shilov modules over Z"*" Xo>l(D). 
In developing a model for the Shilov modules over >l(D) the Wold decomposition was a crucial 
step. For Z"'" Xq one should try to construct a Wold-type decomposition for pairs 
of isometries 5 and T satisfying TS = fiST. In this section, we show the most canonical 
e.xtension of the Wold decomposition fails to hold for all these pairs. The idea of this type of 
Wold decompostion is due to Slocinski [Slo]. More on the development of a decomposition will 
be discussed in Chapter 5. 
Definition 4.8.1. Let 5 and T be isometries on H satisfying TS = /iST where l/i] = 1 is 
irrational. A decomposition 
n = "Wuu © ® "Wsu e (4.7) 
will be called the Wold decomposition of S and T if the following all hold: 
(1) y.u.u,T-iiis,'Hsu- and %ss reduce 5 and T. 
(ii) 5 [ and T | ^ are unitary operators. 
(iii) 5 I ^ is unitarv and T\^ is a shift. 
' rluJ " I f^US 
(iv) S I ^ ^ is a shift and T" | ^ is unitary. 
(v) S I and T \ are shifts. 
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Note that if ?£ = ?{„„ © "Hua ® "Hau © H,, is the Wold decomposition of the pair {5, T} and 
"Hi = Uuu © 'tins and U2 = "Hsu © then ?£ = Hi © 7^2 is the Wold decompositon for 5. 
The following two propositions carry over from the commutative case; that is, the proofs 
are essentially the same and can be found in Slocinski [Slo]. 
Proposition 4.8.2. If a Wold decomposition for 5 and T satisfying TS = fiST exists it is 
unique. 
Proposition 4.8.3. Suppose S and T are isometries satisfying TS = fiST and having the 
Wold decomposition. Then Hi reduces S and 7^2 reduces T where the decompositions H = 
Hi © K.I and ACi = 7^2 © ^ 2 are the Wold decompositions of the single isometries T and Sj/Ci 
respectively. 
Example 4.8.4 shows that there are pairs of isometries {5, T) satisfying TS = fiST without 
the Wold decomposition. 
Example 4.8.4. Let (e,j)(,j)g/ be an orthonormal set in a Hilbert space AC where / = 
{{j, j) : J > 0 or J > 0}. Let H be the closed linear span W^i,j• Define isometries 5 
and r on 7^ by Se,j = and Tcij = Then, it is easy to verify that TS = fiST. 
Let 7^ = 7iu ©7^5 be the Wold decomposition of T. Then 7iu = D '^ -QT^H = Vi>o Hence. 
^0.1 € Till and e_i,i ^ Hy,. Note that 5*eo.i = e_i,i so that 7iu does not reduce 5. Hence, by 
Proposition 4.8.3, S and T do not have the Wold decomposition. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
One major goal in studying the contractive Hilbert modules over any operator algebra is 
to develop a model similar to that developed for >l(D). This model consists of essentially 
two facts - that the Shilov modules over >l(D) correspond to isometries and that by the Wold 
decomposition these isometries can be decomposed as direct sums of unitaries and pure isome­
tries. 
Example 4.8.4 shows that the Shilov modules over Z"^ -4(D) do not have a Wold-type 
decomposition. However, we are still interested in describing a model for these Shilov modules. 
Together with the notion of aSuciu-type decomposition [Sue], there is some promise along these 
lines which is now sketched. 
Let X = {r"5'" : m. n > 0} denote a collection of isometries on H where TS = FIST. 
closed subspace M CTi is J-invariant if AM C M V .4 6 I. It is J-reducing if AM. C M and 
A'M C M ^ A £X. The collection 1 is unitary if A is unitary on 7^ V .4 6 I. The collection 
I is completely non-unitary if for any I-reducing subspace M for which X\M = {A\M : .4 € X} 
is unitary, we have M = (0). We say that I is quasi-unitary if 
mi —m2>0 
or ni —nj >0 
The collection I is totally non-unitary if for any I-reducing subspace M for which I\M 's 
quasi-unitary we have tVI = (0). The collection I is strange if it is completely non-unitary and 
quasi-unitary. 
For pairs of contractions TS = FIST on H and I defined as above, a Suciu-type decom-
positon exists. This is to say that ?{ = ?{„ 0 where and Tit are I-reducing 
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and moreover is unitary, X\u, is strange, and X\u, is totally non-unitary. Furthermore, 
a model can be found for the unitary part and the totally non-unitary part [Sue]. As Exam­
ples 5.1.5, 5.1.6, and 5.1.7 show, each term in this decomposition can exist. 
Example 5.1.5. Let {e, j : i > 0 and j > 0} be an orthonormal basis for %. Define operators 
Se,j = and Tcij = Then it can be shown that U = Tit-
Example 5.1.6. Let {e,j : ^  > 0 or j > 0} be an orthonormal basis for %. Define 5 and T as 
in Example 5.1.5. Then ft = Tis-
Example 5.1.7. Let {e,j : i , j  €  Z} be an orthonormal basis for %. With 5 and T  defined as 
in Example 5.1.5, % = Hu-
Developing a model for the contractive Hilbert modules over Z""" >l(D) would be useful 
by many accounts including the classification of the strongly orthogonally projective modules 
first introduced by Douglas and Paulsen [DP]. 
Definition 5.1.8. [MSl] A contractive Hilbert module V is strongly orthogonally projective 
if given a diagram 
V 
I* 
M Af 0 
of contractive Hilbert modules with a coisometric module map there is a module map 
^ : M -^V such that and ||4'|1 = ||^||. 
Definition 5.1.9. [DP] Let 'H be a contractive Hilbert module over Ql with Shilov dominant 
(yW, <5). We say that commutant lifting holds for {M, $) if for every contractive Hilbert mod­
ule AC, every Shilov dominant for IC, and every d> € Hom(?{,AC) = the module maps 
from H to AC. there is a 0 € Hom(AI.^V) with ||<^|| = ||0|| such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
M —^ AT 
Ti — ^  K, 
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We say that commutant lifting holds for 21 if commutant lifting holds for each strongly minimal 
Shilov dominant for each completely contractive Hilbert module over 21. 
Since strongly orthogonally projective Hilbert modules over an operator algebra 21 are also 
orthogonally projective [MS2, Proposition 2.11], one could try to determine from the set of 
orthogonally projective Hilbert modules over Z"*" Xo-4(D) those that are strongly orthogonally 
projective. To answer this question, one might ask if commutant lifting holds for Z"^ 
>t(D) since if it did then it would follow that all the Shilov modules (which are precisely 
the orthogonally projective modules) are strongly orthogonally projective [MS2. Theorem 3.3]. 
However, it would seem unlikely that commutant lifting holds for Z"*" Xq>1(D) as it fails to hold 
for A{I^). Indeed, as a counterexample for the elliptic case, one should look to the e.xample of 
Parrott [Par]. If, however, one could show by a direct argument that all the Shilov modules for 
Z"*" Xo^(D) are strongly orthogonally projective, then it would follow that commutant lifting 
does hold for Z"*" x^ >1(D) [MS2, Theorem 3.3]. Thus, it seems unlikely that all Shilov modules 
for Z+ Xq >1(D) are strongly orthogonally projective. It would be of interest to characterize 
those which are. 
.A.long other lines, the relationship between Z"^ Xq -4(D) and has been characterized 
when Q is elliptic. It should not be too difficult to find a relationship between these algebras 
when Q is parabolic or hyperbolic. In connection with this, it is of interest to calculate the 
invariant subspaces of or L^(T) under the norm closed algebra generated by C^-i and 
-V/- when (f is parabolic or hyperbolic in order to gain a better understanding of the Shilov 
modules in these cases. The e.xistence of these invariant subspaces is related to Bishops 
operators and has been well-studied. 
There are also many algebraic questions about Z"*" Xo >1(D) that have yet to be answered. 
For example, along the same lines as a characterization of the maximal ideals, one could ask 
for a characterization of the prime ideals. In general one can ask which properties of X(D) 
does the semicrossed product Z"*" Xq >1(D) retain? 
In much the same fashion, it appears that one could define and do a similar analysis on 
semicrossed products of the disk algebra by endomorphisms rather than automorphisms. In 
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many ways, this seems to be a more natural and useful construction. 
Finally, there is the ambitious goal of determining the proper definition for the semicrossed 
product of a general operator algebra 21. Once this is done, the obvious questions of what 
properties of 21 the semicrossed product of 2t retain can be considered. The new definition 
might prove fruitful in the construction of new and interesting (non-self-adjoint) operator 
algebras from old. 
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